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SATURDAY, JULY 2
4 P. M.
Baseball game between Camden and Rockland at
Community Park,
2. P. M. Water Sports and Sailboat Races at the Public Land
ing. There will he 25 and 50 yard swimming races, diving contests,
dory races, tilting and a blindfold boxing match on a raft. There is
a good chance to watch the activities from the pier and landing.
These races are open to everyone; bring your suit and enter.
Naval and Coast Guard Ships will he open for inspection all day.
Pilot Treat will fly special sightseeing trips from the Seaplane
Base all during the day. There will also be special boat trips around
the harbor and to the islands, from the Public Landing.
All stores will remain open until 9 P. M.
The Carnival will operate all day and in the evening, offering
special attractions, rides and a giant Beano game..
7 P. M. Street Dance on Main street in front of the Elks Home,
music by the Rockland Band.
9 P. M. The Old Home Week Committee presents George and
Juanita in a sparkling musical and western show that with the Amateur Show runs for two solid hours of comedy and real enjoyment.
The best amateurs in the county will be there, including Sistaire
an^ Hupper in their excellent roller skating act.
Jennie Staples,
Rockland’s little Mistress of the Dance will be a headliner in the show.

EARLY AMERICAN COLONIES
Reciting Early History of the Finnish People
and Describing Finnish Life

Critics of the Mardi Gras parade
—and there were many of them—
will be a little more generous in
their views if they pause to consider
that the committee in charge
begged and pleaded with the pub
lic to get into the game and help
make Mardi Gras a success. If the
public chose to abstain from the
merrymaking and constitute them
selves critics, that is their affair.
Only don’t blame the committee,
blame the public. So far as next
Monday's parade is concerned the
people of Rockland add vicinity
need have no misgivings, because
the materials are already promised
for a long and elaborate pageant,
containing among other units 17 or
more fire companies which are al
ways colorful. You will get your
money's worth when you see the
Dover-Poxcroft American Legion
band.

Gov. Lewis O. Barrows and the election. "Maine,-' he said, “is still
(Address delivered by Frank Aalto dred miles. Many small towns and
new State chairman- J Fred O'Con-; a very significant barometer State.”
nen of Groveton, N. H. at Finnish villages grew out of these settle
nell of Bangor, came down into A vote for any Democratic ticket
Tercentenary celebration in Rock ments. Many of the original town
Knox County Thursday night, and will be an unqualified endorsement
land)
names have been changed in later
-jiff.
expressed surprise at finding such of the New Deal. Our task is to
The Delaware Tercentenary is times. Thus Christina is now known
a goodly gathering of candidates interest the rank and file in the vital
being celebrated along the historic as Wilmington. The present city
and other interested Republicans. issues of this campaign, and to dis
Delaware River at the present time. ■ of Chester, Pa„ is made up of the
Men beet show their character
The meeting was held at the prove the wild claims made by our
♦ In trifles, where they are not on ♦
••• their guard.—Schopenhauer
♦ Court House and was presided over opponents.
e i by Representative Albert B Elliot,
The speaker told of considerable
* ' who has entered this year upon his
expenditures which had been made
W- duties as State committeeman for
by a former administration and said
Kncx County.
AT YOUR SERVICE
'
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
Gov. Barrows stressed the coming they had been discontinued under
Earle C. Dow. press correspondent
>
the
present
administration.
“
I
be

No Job Too Large
State election as one of the ut
and’newspaper photographer, sub
No Job Too Small
most importance because of the psy- I lieve." he said, “that there has been
mits the picture of still another
LEIGHTON’S
chology which still clings to the Pine , a waste of the taxpayers' funds,
black cat. and with it offers the
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
Tree State in leading of! with an and because of it the present ad
following facetious reflections:
ministration inherited a tremend
SUNDAY, JULY 3
“This is no pampered Persian pet,
ous problem. It was the problem of
2 P. M. Water Sports and Sail Boat Races at the Public Land
posing in
palatial plentitude,
how our finances could be put in
ing, Greased Pig and a Nickel Mine for the youngsters, Diving Con
neither does it look like a wreck
sound condition. It redounds to
test, Special Swimming Races, Skiff Races, Coast Guard and Naval
from the pugilistic department, nor
the credit of the last Legislature
Cutter Races.
as if it had just leaped from the
that it made a sensible solution. We
SATURDAY, JULY 2—Show at 9 P. M.
3 P. M. Baseball game between Rockport and Rockland at
edge of some witch’s cauldron, as
are living within our income, and
Community Park.
COMMUNITY BUILDING
most of the black cats, which you
will show the people of Maine that
A chance for a cool boat ride from the Public Landing around
have flaunted from the masthead.
Great Radio Stars
10 Acts Super Vaudev’lle
we have kept faith with our cam
the harbor or to the islands. Special flights from the Seaplane Base L
It’s just an ordinary run of the mint
Benefit Old Home Week Association
paign pledges. We can go before the
78-79
all day, a good ride for your money and a chance to see the cky and
kitty, the sort that rubs around
voters and say: ‘Here is the record
your ankles with a friendly purr—
‘ of the Administration, and it is upon the islands from the air.
Visit the Naval and Coast Guard Ships today.
or dashes madly across in front of
the basis of that administration that
10.30 P. M. Gigantic Display of Fireworks on Main street in
your car, making you apply brakes
we ask your approval.’"
front of the Elks Home.
wildly and turn up a driveway—not
JULY 6, 7, 8, 9
Turning to the matter of Old Age
Special attractions at the Paramount Shows Carnival, including
that you are superstitious about her
Left
to
right:
Alfred
C.
Hocking,
superintendent
of
the
Clark
Island
Assistance. Gov. Barrows pointed
AT THE
Free Vaudeville acts, rides and concessions aplenty for young and old. paving quarry, and a long-time friend of the Finnish People; Gov. Lewis crossing your path—but you just
out that 10.158 persons are now re
O Barrows, whose spoken sentiments at the Delaware Tercentenary were hate to kill an animal.
MONDAY. JULY 4
ceiving it. as compared with 4009,
so pleasing to the audience; and Ehiil Rivers, who. as general chairman of
“Here's to The Black Cat—long
the largest number to which pay
This is the day when Rockland outdoes itself to give the visitor the committee of arrangements, helped make the 300th anniversary a greni
Sherwood Keith in collaboration with J. J. Celi
may she wave.”
ments have been made by any other a good time, something doing from 10 in the morning until midnight, success.
presents Sutton Vane's
administration. It is an indication,
10 A. M. Giant Parade on Main street with the Rockland and
I note by the press despatches
he said, that the Republican party Belfast Bands, Drum Corps, Floats from the merchants and fra-1 Two foreign nations, Sweden and , territory formerly known as Fin- that Dr. George L. Pratt has been
Finland,
have
been
officially
invited
land
and
Upland.
The
present
town
meant exactly what it said.
| ternal organizations, detachments from the Naval and Coast Guard
elected president of the Maine
Wednesday through Saturday. Evgs at 8.30.
Tel. Bocthbay 455
Gov. Barrows expresesd the hope Ships, members of the Maine Hand Engine League and their old by the President and the Congress ! Penn's Grove was formerly the Medical Association, and it carried
of the United States to participate Finns’ Point. The town of SwedesPrices 75c, $1.00 (plus tax).
Route 27
j that President Roosevelt and Jim time Hand Tubs, and many other features.
me back some 30 years ago to the
79’lt
Farley would come into Maine to
1 P. M. Muster of'the Maine Hand Engine League with four in the commemoration of the hardy boro was originally named Sveaborg summer when he was playing on the
speak for the Democrats. "I do not teen hand tubs entered. This exciting and interesting event takes pioneers, who 300 years ago came ’ for the extremely strong fortress semi-professional baseball team
to make their homes in the primeval of the same name protecting Helsbelieve the people of Maine are place on Park street between Main and Union streets..
which won the championship of
capable of being fooled," he said.
2 P. M. Drum Corps Contest at the Community Park on wilderness of the Delaware Valley, inki. the capital city of Finland Knox County. Pratt and Clark—how
in the present states of Delaware. But few of the original town names
Chairman Elliot read Congress Broadway.
we used to link those names to
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, have survived the time and the
man Smith's regrets at not being
9 P. M. Grand Ball at the Community Building.
gether because of the fact they so
From the original settlements along changing political control of the
able to attend. "All signs show that
12 P. M. DRAWING OF THE CHEVROLET TOWN- the river the pioneers spread to Delaware country. Among these often did a brother act in making
the New Deal is passing out," he
SEDAN', this car is given absolutely free to the holder of the lucky nearby Maryland and even to the Mtillica Hill (in Finnish. Mullikka home runs. Since that remote day
wrote.
I have met up with Dr. Pratt at
ticket. Tickets on the car will sell all the week for 25c each.
in increasing numbers are becoming aware of
more distant Appalachian mountain Maki) is the most conspicuous
State Chairman O'Connell. 16
many Maine college football games,
Special boat trips with Alden Stanley from the Public Landing.
years a member of the State Com
regions In the present states of
and I have been entertained at his
Seaplane rides over the city with Pilot Treat from the Seaplane
the distinct advantages that come from bring
The Swedish governors dominated
mittee. proved a surprisingly vigor
Virginia and West Virginia. The
beautiful home in Farmington. Dr.
ous speaker, keen and caustic in Base.
government of Finland has respond the Delaware Valley and its inhabi Pratt is medical examiner for
ing their insurance problems to this agency.
his comment and possessing a vein
ed to the invitation of the govern tants from 1638 to 1655. when the Franklin County.
(
but bent the axle of his racer, which ment of the United States by send Dutch conquered the territory and
of ridicule which never failed to
was repaired immediately, and he ing a delegation of five representa expelled its Swedish rulers. By this
score a point.
In a Bath home, according to the
was right there when the heat was tives of the Finnish Republic to par time the Finnish settlers had be Times, is a grandfather’s clock be
“If the Forgotten Man does exist,”
said Chairman O'Connell, “he Perley Bartlett Hero of the run again.
ticipate in the Tercentenary fes- come firmly rooted to the American lieved to be 200 years old, which
doesn't live in the Roosevelt family.”
Perley Bartlett was the champion, tivities during the week of June 27th !soil- They had cleared many farms, once did service in the old Hussey
Day — Large Crowd of the time 27 seconds flat, sponsored to 30th. which is taking place in had established a number of small
The speaker classed Gov. Barrows
Tavern in Nobleboro—also known
as second to no Chief Executive
by Lord's Tire and Battery Service. Wilmington. Delaware; Chester, Pa ; | towns, and were making their liv- as the Halfway House because It
425 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Spectators
Maine has had in many years. "If
The car was of his own construc Philadelphia. Pa ; and in New Jer ing out of the soil of the country was located half way on the old
The Finnish settlers were of sturdy stage route between Bath and Rock
The Soap Box “Darby"
TEL. 98
Maine goes Democratic,” he said,
tion. and had plenty of speed, mak sey.
pioneer stock, hard workers, and land. The stage route is beyond my
“then we no longer care to be in
ing
26%
twice
in
preliminary
heats.
Knox
County
turned
out
in
full
While the Swedish-Finnish set
79-lt
dependent. We want to be free, force to cheer the entrants of the
The Elks Club sponsored the sec tlements on the Delaware were or the primeval forest was falling be time, but there probably exist in
and we are going to be. We have Soap Box Derby Thursday after ond place winner, Joseph Anasta- ganized under the auspices of the fore them as if by magic The Finns Rockland or vicinity old residents
had enough of this monkey busi noon on North Main street. The | si0 3714, and Julius MoCaslin, 28'A, Royal Swedish government and the were not much interested in the who might be induced to talk about
ness. Your women are the house- streets were thronged as the midget sponsored by Lions Club, was third, colony was known as New Sweden, political control of the territory it. The old stage coach. . What
keepers, and good government is racers came down off the ramp and j *p]le next nine piac€S were in this the actual settlers for the most part they occupied They did not sec wonderful romances could be woven
nothing but good housekeeping."
sped down the lanes to the finish | ortjer: Charles McMahon, spon were Finnish people. Three hun much difference between the Dutch about it.
From ancient
Mrs. O’Connell was introduced by llne.
sored by Senter-Crane. 27'4 sec.; dred years ago Finland was a part and the Swedes
9.00 TO 1.00
Mrs Inez Crosby. Knox County's
“There's something for your
Lady Luck smiled on the event, Perry Margeson, sponsored by O. E. of the Swedish Kingdom and the times the> had come to look upon
all political rulers as more or less Black Cat column," remarked Ralph
very efficient woman member of the for there were no casualties except Wishman, 28; Chester Staples,
Finns were often classified as
State committee.
for a slight mishap when Charles sponsored by Perry’s Laundry, 28; “Swedes." although racially and in parasitical, and they wanted to be E Doherty of 117 North Main street,
Mrs. Inez J. Wing, vice chairman Holderness turned over in a pre
left alone to pursue their chosen directing attention to a blue serge
DAMARISCOTTA,
NO PARKING WORRIES
language they were entirely dif
(Continued on Page Two,
of the State Committee, delivered liminary heat. He was uninjured.
vocation of carving civilization out coat. "I have worn that on holi
ferent people.
Their individual
JULY FOURTH CELEBRATION
a vigorous speech.
of the wilderness and providing food, days and Sundays since 1913." he
names, too. were often Swedish as
SUNDAY MIDNIGHT
clothing, and shelter for their fam added, and sure enough there was
the Swedish officials arbitrarily
ilies. The pioneer Finns were a level the name of the maker Frank C.
gave the Finns Swedish names,
headed race and knew that with Knight, and the date of manufac
BOSTONIAN CLUB ORCHESTRA
GARDNER’S
complaining that the Finnish names
out
these fundamental essentials ture. The coat was hardly worse
MONDAY—9 TO 1 D. S. T.
were too difficult for them to spell.
LOBSTER GRILL AND
no human life could exist in the for wear.
For these and a number of other
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
SANDWICH SHOP
reasons the early colonial settle
79“ It
(Continued on Page Eight,
Rockland's versatile and obliging
ments along the Delaware River
Opens Saturday, July 2
Mayor, Edward R. Veazie. appeared
came to be known in the early
in a npw role the other night, and
AT PORT CLYDE
American history as “Swedish," al YOUR FAVORITE POEM any belated pedestrian would surely
ROUTE 131
though with the exception of some
have mistaken him for a second
LOBSTER SANDWICHES
If I had my life to live again I would
Conspicuous for its brilliancy and ments for Manager Scott who gave officials, their servants, and some »KX-e
story v orker. A neighbor had mis
made
a
rule
to
rrad
some
poetry
HAMBURGERS
IIOT DOGS
success was the dinner-meeting the affair his personal attention. clergymen, practically all of whom bi If listen Io some music at least laid her house key and found her
one* a week. The loss of these tastes
AND ICE CREAM
later returned to their native land, Is a 1, of happiness—Charles Darwin self in that familiar dilemma of be
which closed Wednesday’s activities The menu:
79* It
Chilled Fruit Cocktail
an overwhelming majority of the
of
the
annual
convention
of
the
ing unable to get in. Mayor Veazie
In accordance with the will of the late Miss
Celery
Olives
Radishes
actual permanent settlers were
AN IRISH TWILIGHT
State Federation of Women’s
Clear Green Turtle, au sherry
suggested his willingness to assist
Poached Young Halibut, hollandaise people of the Finnish race.
It was about the droop of day
Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No.
Clubs at the Samoset. With Gover Roast
her if a ladder was procurable. One
Vermont Turkey, cranberry sauce
Cralgdrummoch Isle.
BUY
T^ie first expedition of Swedes AsUpon
Garden Peas
nor and Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows as Mashed Potatoes
was. and His Honor made the climb
I came up thi shingly way.
Lettuce Hearts
21 Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the
That I saw Mona smile.
and Finns arrived jn the Delaware
in approved Romeo style. The
honor guests, the head table wore
Roquefort Dressing
Assorted Cakes River Valley about the 15th of And all the gorse and all the whin
street
door was then unlocked, and
a festive air in its blaze of lighted Chocolate Nut Sundae
Coffee
public on Wednesday, July 6, from 10 A. M.
Abbve Cralgdrurt moch shore
March, 1638. They landed at the Took
taper candles and decorations of
the marooned owner was admitted.
FROM
on
a
sudden
glamour
In
The dinner in honor of the direc mouth of Minquas Kill, now Chris
The light that shone before.
beautiful cut and summer flowers,
to 2 P. M. Admission $1.00.
JIM DOND1S
tors of the 13 districts of the Fed
“Cal" Burrows directs my atten
further enhanced by the exquisite eration had 12 of the women pres tina Creek, where there is a natural And all the heather on the slopes
421 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
That
gave
upon
the
glen
tion
to a house on Grove street
pier
of
rocks,
near
the
present
city
corsages
presented
to
the
several
Foot of Limerock St.
ent—Mrs. Maude T. Porter of of Wilmington. Del. Other expedi Orew brighter from the glowing hopes where ivy has grown completely
Within
my
heart
Just
then
officers
and
directors.
Field
daisies
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
LARGEST AND MOST COM
Presque Isle; Mrs. A. C. Strout of
and ferns graced the individual j Dexter; Mrs. Isa Jackson of San- tions followed later. The newcomers Though Mona said 'twas fchut of eve, over a chimney and then spread on
PLETE FIREWORKS STORE
each side until it forms a perfect
bought land from the Indians and
1
Trustee.
And day would soon be gone.
IN EASTERN MAINE
tables. The .excellent service and
gerville; Mrs. Ruth D. Sinclair of settled along both sides of the river I'd swear—and still I do believe—
j
cross. Nature's pranks are almost
(Opposite Perry's Market)
delectable menu called forth ex- ,
It was the break of dawn!
77*79
human
for a distance of more than a hun- -Clinton Scollard
pressions of approval-arid compli
(Continued on Page Seven)

‘GEORGE AND JUANITA”

BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE

“OUTWARD

BOUND”

ALERT PROPERTY OWNERS

The Soap Box Derby

E. C. MORAN CO., Inc.

DANCING TONIGHT

LAKEHURST

THE FEDERATION’S FINAL

Resolutions With a Snap To Them Passed By
the Feminine Organization

ANNOUNCEMENT

FIREWORKS

PROMINENT AT TERCENTENARY

ROCKLAND’S OLD HOME WEEK

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Building; likewise they enjoyed the :
fine concert by the Rockland City
. Albert Mills, sponsored by Profes Band.
sional Men, 27'4; .Richard Young,
I sponsored by E. B. Crockett's 5 &

Thomaston Gets Back Into Form—Plans For

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

He that is slow to anger is better !
than the mighty.

Prov. 16: 32.

Cayuga Arrives

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 2, 1938

' Page Two "

(Continued from Page One)

10c store, 28; Charles Holderness.
sponsored by H. & H. Express, 27%;
Harland Rollins, sponsored by H.
H. Crie Co., 28; Stanley Sizemore,
sponsored by Coco-Cola Co.. 28;
Robert Walsh, sponsored by Sidney
Cullen Adv. Agency, 28. These 12
boys will go soon to Portland, ex
penses fully paid, to race In another
derby. There was one tie. between
John Brann and Richard Linnell

The Water Battle

Van Russell Claims Victory
—Gas Mask and Pumper
Tests
“Water, water, everywhere, and
not a drop to drink."
And yet 10 hardy firemen drank
a lot of it involuntarily yesterday
afternoon on Tillson avenue when
a (water fight was presented for

Crack Coast Guard Cutter 1,1 tllp f'rst heat resulting in a final the edification of the Old Home
win for linnell in a re-run.
Week visitors and citizens.
Is Here For Old Home

In Triple Tie
Soft Ball League Teams in
Hot Fight—Big Crowds

B ENTLEY

Turn Out

The Bentley School
has grown from an enrollment of 29 students
in 1917 to 3,008 in 1937.
I his growth evidences the thoroughness of
the training and the quality of the work which
Bentley graduates are doing in the fields of
business, public accounting, government ser
vice and education.
Bentley training includes accounting, busi
ness law, business statistics, income taxes,credit
analysis,brokerage,foreign exchange, psychol
ogy and English.
l’wo years are required to complete the
course, which is for men only.
A catalog will be sent upon request.

Amateur Tournament
Coming Games
Saturday—Camden at Rockland
(4 p. m.).
Sunday—(3 p. m ) Thomaston at
Rockland; St. George at Waldoboro.
• • • •
Coming Games
Monday (Fourth of July) 10 a. m
—St. George at Waldoboro; Rock
land at Thomaston; Rockport at
' Camden; 3 p. m.—Camden at St
George; Waldoboro at Thomaston;
Rockland at Rockport.
Tuesday—Waldoboro at Camden.
Wednesday—St. George at Rockland; Thomaston at Rockport.
1 Remainder of the week will be
devoted to the ?ames
the ScmiPro tournament,

Shell Oilers vs. Dragons
The Dragons defeated the Shell
Oilers Friday night at Dragon Field
games; play in semi-finals and win
17 to 8 The Oilers led the Dragons
ner of Wiscasset-Waldoboro game
for the first three innings, but the
plays St. George.
Sunday. July 10 at 3 p. m—Finals Dragons tied it up in the fourth.
at Community Park.
The Dragons then proceeded to
grease the skids of the Oilers and
scored 13 runs in the fifth and sixth
innings to win.

May Go To Quoddy

Dragons
Knox County Boys To Be
ab r bh po c
Installed At City Hall
Stevens, 3b .............. 3
July 11
Valenta, If ................ 4

Hunt, rf ................... 4
All young men who are employed
Chapman, cf ............ 4
or. work projects under the pro
THE BENTLEY SCHOOL
In a special race at the end of
Starr, ss ................... 4
Five men on each side, one team
gram of the National Youth Ad
Week
Jenkins, c ................ 4
the finals, Holderness went over captained by Jimmy Gray and the
OF ACCOUNTING G? FINANCE
ministration in Rockland. Camden
Day, lb ..................... 4
k
..
,
,,
„
the
line
first,
in
27H,
closely
fol

and
Thomaston,
are
asked
to
meet
U. S. S. Cayuga sent here through
other by Chief Engineer Van Rus
921 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Lynch. 2b ................. 4
at the City Hall in Rockland, Mon
the efforts of Senator Hale, to take lowed by Donald Morang, sponsored sell, they waged a furious battle;
Emery, sf .................. 4
H. C. Bentley, C. P. A., President
day. July 11. at 10 o'clock, to be in
Thomaston 10, Rockport 3
part in the Fourth of July celebra- by Kiwanis club and Julius McCas- with a 24-Inch Une and 70 pounds
Bisbee, p .................. 4
terviewed
by
district
supervisor,
tion, arrived Thursday night, and Mn
pressure at the nozzle.
Both teams showed a reversal of
Will remain at this port until next 1 OUier entrants were- Robert I Talk about your shower baths. 11 form ‘n this game' which was played Daniel E. Cassidy, as prospective
39 17 19 21 4
Tuesday morning.
Cross, Elbert “Ranquist (Rockport you had
of those J" Thomaston Thursday night. enrollees for the third term project
Shell Oileie
The Cayuga was commissioned six Fire Department.) James Thomas.!streams you would
have Thomaston, which had been fre of the Works Experience Project at
Quoddy Village, by request of
years ago, and represents the latest
thought
you
were
at
the
foot
of
fluently
on
the
losing
end.
suddenly
ab r bh po e
Roland Robishaw, (American Le
Charles G. Hewett, State Director Paladino, 3b
type of Coast Guard cutter. She
Niagara
Falls,
playing
a
game
called
j
displayed
championship
symptoms,
4 2 0 3 1
gion). Francis Haraden (Gofkaufs),
came from Bermuda to fill the pres
the Maid of the Mist.
jand played as good a game as one for the Maine Youth Administra Prescott, ss .............. 4 0 1
Oscar Flint (E. O. Philbrook &
ent assignment, and leaving here
Van Russell's quintet claims to, would care to see. while Rockport tion.
Murphy, sf .............. 4 1 2
i
Son), Bill Atwell, Ralph Staples
will go to her base in Boston. The
Maine's quota has been set for , cCOk, 2b
have taken the swashbuckling : which had been winning praise all
4 0
(Staples
Garage.
Rockport'.
Morris
462
MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
commissioned officers on board are:
120 youths, between the ages of 18 j H Black, c
3 1
Perry (Seaview Garage). Babe Estes championship, but in the Jimmy , along
_ the
_ line, had a decidedlj' off
F J. Sexton. Commander.
3 1
(Rockland Christmas Tree Corp.).' Gra-V camp there were rumors of a night. But that's the way of base- and 25, who will be selected from Simmons, lb
CORRECTION
C E. Gulsness. Lieut. Commander. Raymond Young ,A. & P at the ix^sihie recount
3 l
ball, like everything else in the certified relief families. Preference Maki, if
E. A Anderson, Lieutenant.
will
be
given
to
the
present
project
1
l
Black,
cf
2
1
Of interest to many was the air world,
Brook), Robert Jones (C. E. Morse),
R M. Ross. Lieutenant.
3 0
line gas mask test with H C. Army ! Thomaston took Merrill's mea- workers, and if they meet with the , spurEng. rf
Albert
Lymbumer
(C.
W
Hopkins.
J. F Harding, Lieutenant,
smoke. This demonstration was sure in the first inning, but the qualifications as to health, educa- 1 paies p
3
1
), Charles Harlow (M B & C
J A Alger, Jr.. Lieutenant (j. g.). Inc
o'Perry” Vernon 'oerrish^lC* W. j be'd m 1116 city blacksin‘tn shop ragged support he received was tional background and aptitude. |
D. B Henderson. Ensign.
Hopkins. Inc.) John Wiley. Walter and >«ted 15 mlnut*s
mainly responsible for his troubles they will be considered for enroll
33 8 7 18 5
C. E. Leising. Jr.. Ensign.
The new Mack pumper was dem- I in that chapter; midway of the ment.
Shell
Oilers
4
0
0
0 0 0 4— 8
McAuliffe (Sea & Shore Fisheries),
I D. Weston, Chief Machinist.
These young men will be given an Dragons
onstrated on Tillson avenue with third inning he was replaced by a
0 2 0 2 6 7 x—17
Clarence
deRochemont
(Gregory
’
s),
E. F. Lowrie, Chief Pay Clerk.
a hydrant delivery of 1500 gallons newcomer by the name of Fornier, opportunity to "find themselves'' in
Umpires. Harding and Steeves.
Mayor Edward R. Veazie, repre Howard Maxey, Lincoln McRae. a minute.
who faced a terrific barrage In the the vocation for which they are most
Jr,
Murdock
Smith
(Owl
’
s
Head
senting the city; and Lieut, ComPost Office vs Dragons
fourth when singles were made by - suited. The project Is in no sense i
mander R C Jewell, representing Grange). John Brann (Silsby Flower
Felt and Bohndell and doubles by 1 a school, but a technical training | The Dragons defeated the fast
rol. paid an official Shop). Va^«“ N°rt“n;
Jealous. Glover and Woodcock. will be given the youth workers 1 Post Office team in a close game of
Market),, Herbert Mann , Harold
instead of 33c as advertised
visit to the Cayuga yesterday.
When that inning was over the under the supervision of the co-! softball at Dragon Field Wednesday
____________
Gregory and Leslie Ames, _all, of
°f George and Juanita With game was safely sewed up for Thom- i ordinators in charge of the related evening 8 to 7. Eddie (Once a
•
•
Camden. Wayne Starrett (Red & j
®
information g-roups.
■ sportsman always a sportsman)
White Store, Warren), Kenneth
Amateur# At Community aston.
Long hits were a feature of the
Five of the 50 boys from Maine, Bisbee the newlywed pitcher of the nard and F. Mazzeo. each making a
_____
Dickey of Camden. Dudley Harvey
Building
contest, the longest being a triple | have been selected as Junior Lead- I Dragons held Jim Farley's boys to three-bagger. The score:
Which Is Designed To Aid 'Boy Scouts). Robert Nash (H
The final amateur show in the by Robinson. The joke was on that ers and will return to Quoddy no seven scattered runs with his double
,
_ , .
,
,
H. Crie Co.). Ritchie Linnell (Maine
A. & P.
More summer eggs, the experts s»y
the Stricken Jews In State Employment Service), Joseph series run by the Old Home Week popular player in the sixth inning the 15th of July with the 120 en- floater ball working perfectly. The
Helps to make the pullets pay;
when
he
landed
triumphantly
at
rollees.
The
boys
selected
are:
score:
ab
r
bh
po
a
Mills (Rockland Fire Dept.). Albert Association will be held tonight at
Europe
Cool laying houses are one way
base on]y t0 iearn that Maurice Driskell, Leon Littlejohn
Dragons
F. Mazzeo. r ...... 4 2 15 0
Burpee of Ash Point, Richard HarTo bring about that happy day.
ab r h po
Leaders of the Jewish community rls Ivan Clark of union, Earle Community Building starting at 9 ^Woodward had made a fine catch and Michael O'Connell of Portland, j
A. Johnson, c .... 4 2 3 2 0
• • • •
Harlan Reynolds of Bangor, and ctfVPnc 3b
422
of Rockland have been notified by j gmjth, Arthur Grinnell of Camden. o'clock. The shows have met with of his supposed double.
Hcffses, p ............ 4 2 2 1 0
Leonard Sabatis of Calais.
valenU. iJ Z“
Running water in farm and home
One reason (or rather two reaRabbi Jonah B. Wise, national pre(j Burpee of Ash Point. William extraordinary success and this
Keefe, 3b ............ 4 1112
is the subject of a new bulletin of
,
. .
. .
,
. 1 sons) why Thomaston won was the
Hunt, cf .................... 3
Barnard, rf ...... 4 0 2 3 0
campaign chairman of the Ameri- Thorndike and Willis Hodson of promises
to be a record breaker to
..
0
;
the University of Maine agricultural
rplendid
work
of
the
infield.
Wood

Ladd, lb .................... 3
T. Mazzeo, lb ..... 4 0 14 0
can Jewish Joint Distribution Com- Camden.
APPLETON RIDGE
wind up the list
cock. Giover, Gay and Felt, cer1
1
Extension
Service. Ask for copies
|
Jenkins,
rf
................
3
Clarke,
ss
..........
2
0
0
3
4
mittee that $2,125,000 had been
Winners in the first heat, but
Manager Milton Frencn takes ! talniy gave a fine exhibition,
Lynch, 2b
............ 3
J. Mazzeo. If ...... 3 0 110
from
your
county agent or the Ex
raised to date in the spring phase eliminated in the second, were AlAzuba Sprague. Elmer Sprague
personal pride in the ten acts of
Thomaston
' Anderson, ss ............ 3
Melvin, cf .......... 3 2 2 0 0
of Its national drive for $5,100,000 bert Mills, Richard Linnell, Chester
tension Service, College of Agricul
A O. Sprague, Mr and Mrs Hay
super vaudeville, competing
for
Whitehill. sf ............ 2
Naum. 2b ............ 3 110 0
ab r bh tb po a
to aid distressed Jews overseas.
Staples. Leslie Ames. Roland Robiden Fuller and son Clifton were
ture. Orono.
cash prizes. They represent the
Day. c .......... _.......... 3
1 Gay. ss .......... 5
At the same time Isidor Coons, shaw. Richard Young. Harland Rolcallers Sunday at Alice Linnekins
cream of the crop of previous shows. |
Z^ ..........
35 10 14*20 6 1
in Jefferson.
, Bisbee, p --------------- 3
national campaign director, an- Uns, Murdock Smith, Stanley Sizethe winners and outstanding popu- Bohndell. If
5
Dry edible beans are a $50,000,000
more.
Charles
Harlow
and
Robert
nounced that more than $1,009,000
Mabel Fitzgerald and Gwendolyn .
Shells
lar favorites. In the list are such Robinson, cf .. 5
contributor
to the annual income
has been received in cash against Walsh. Eliminated in the first
Fitzgerald were overnight guests !
ab r bh po a
headliners as Norma Ramsdell, Wil Jealous, c ....... 5
cf
American
farmers. Leading type
Wednesday of Lucy Moody.
Post
the pledges of $2,125,009 and that were Vernon Gerrish, Ivan Clark.
Murphy, 3b ........ 3 0 12 1
fred Erkkila, the Thompson sisters, Barlow, rf p
4
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Keating |
ab r h po
it is anticipated that half of the Robert Cross, James Thomas, Fran Ralph Stone and Gloria Studley,I Glover 2b
0 I is the white navy or pea bean, 90
4
Prescott,
ss
........
3
10
2
2
cis Haraden. Raymond Young. Her
spent Wednesday night at Mr. and Arico. 3b .................... 4
00 2
national quota will be attained byCook. 2b ........... 3 1112 0j percent of which is produced in
2
bert Mann. Arthur Grinnell, Ralph Ida Reams. Fred Astaire. Lucille upham p
Mrs. A. G. Pitman's, returning Rackllff. p ...........
4 1
July 10. More than 1100 cities and
Bartlett,r, p ....... 3 12 3 0
Michigan, most of the remainder in
Staples. Robert Nash, Wayne Star Hupper, Caroline Boardman and a 1 pgiadino, rf, ss 2
Thursday to Reading. Mass.
Pease, c ...................... 4
towns in the United States and,
Simmons, lb ...... 3 0 0 12 1
woodcock lb
3
rett. Morris Perry. Harold Greg number of surprise features.
3 16
New York. Comprising one-third of
Freeman Carleton is employed by Perry, ss .................... 4
Canada have participated in the
Maki, if, r ........ 3 110 0
George and Juanita, well known
_
ory, Bill Atwell, Howard Maxey,
L. N. Moody. His sons. Albert and Smith, sf.................... 4
the total supply of all beans, this is
campaign thus far. Mr. Coons said
L.
Black,
cf
......
3
0
110
Joseph Mills. Robert Jones, Oscar radio stars, will of course be the
39 10 13 21 27 16
Mayo spent Thursday as guests of i Hardin. If .............. 4
H. Black, c ........ 3 0 0 0 0
the type that fills the pork and bean
The drive will continue throughout
CIarence deRochemont. £1- main attraction, The show starts
Rockport
Warren Moody.
Carroll, lb ................ 2
Kuhn, p. if . ....... 3 0 10 0
,lle yearbert Ranquist. Dudley Harvey, Ken- at 9 o'clock.
I
cans on New England grocery
Mabel Fitzgerald. Gwendolyn Hart, rf ................... 3
ab r bh tb po a e
Hammond, rf .... 3 0 10 0
The joint distribution committee neth DiCkey, Babe Estes, John 1
shelves.
0 Fitzgerald and Lucy Moody were re- Beach. 2b .................. 3
..501150
Woodcock,
if
..
is the chief American agency aiding wiley Vance Norton, Albert Lyme• • • •
0 0 0 2 2 1 cent callers on A. O. Sprague, who ' Freeman, cf ............. 3 1
Collamore. ss 2b
30 4 S 21 6 2
the stricken Jewish communities in , burner. Walter McAuliffe. William :
0
12
10
3
is
known
to
old
and
young
at
“
Uncle
------------------Starr.
2b
cf
....
American farmers use from 400
Germany, Austria, Poland. Rumania ; Thorndike. John Brann and Lin-1
• Prescott out on infield fly.
I
35 7 11*19 2
to 609 million fence posts each year.
and other countries of eastern and coin McRae. Jr.
Big Fourth of July Feature Mi”cr- 2b
5 1 2 2 3 3 0 Osborne."
Two base hits. Cook. T. Mazzeo,
central Europe.
1 it is estimated that 2000 persons ]
Qn LoWer Park Street E Crockett’ cI 1 0 1110 0' James Fuller, five-year-old son i * One out when winning run
Barnard. Three base hits. Hoffses. Most replacements are the result
0 0 0 0 1 0 of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Fullersus- was scored.
Dondis.
ss
.......
2
The campaign in this city through saw the races at different times
»....... 4 0 0 0 1 0 3—8 Barnard. F. Mazzeo. Home run. idecay. Now the Forest Service
Next Monday
Turner, c ....... 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 tained a broken arm as resultof a Dragons
which the joint distribution com during the afternoon.
Hi’s off Hoffses 8. off huhn recommenda a new method of treat
Post Office .......... 0 0 0 0 2 4 1—7
Graffam, lb .... 3 1 0 0 7 0 0 j recent fall.
ing the butt of posts, on the farm
mittee received its contribution was
The Big Fourth of July event in K. Crockett, rf 4 112 3 0 0 j A. G. Pitman accompanied Mer- Umpires. Smalley and Kent.
7. off Bartlett 7. Sacrifice hit, 1
this section of the State will be the ,
.
headed by Isidor Gordon as chair
Clarke. Left on bases. A. & P. 5, with easily obtained materials. The
0 \ rill Esancy to Massachusetts last
Firemen s Muster which will be held ! Merrl11, P ...... 1 0 0 0 0 0
man. Joseph Dondis is treasurer.
Shells 3. Strike out, by Hoffses 1.! post butt is peeled and raised in
A. & P. Downs Shell*
on Park street, between Main street' Fornier. p ...... 3 0 110 2 0 weekend and visited Ray Taylor and
the air. A section of old Inner tube
------------- : family in Westboro.
One of the best league games of Umpires, Smith and Steeves.
Wooster and Cochran Put and the Narragansett Annex at 1
is tied tightly around the peeled sec.
, I o'clock sharp. Playing positions
« 3 7 9 27 10 4
Several from this neighborhood the season was played Thursday A. & P.............. . 2 0 0 0 3 1 4—10 tion and the open end of the tube
Away Opponents In the will be drawn at 8 a. m at the Cen Thomaston
3 2 0 4 0 0 1 0 x—10 | attended the shower for Mr. and | night, when the A. & P. won 10 to j shells.................. 0000040—4is clamped to a bar above the butte.
tral Fire Station. The followin:
Rockport ... 01000002 0— 3 Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell held re- 4 over the Shells. The game beFirst
Round
A solution of zinc chloride in water
engines have been entered:
Popular Radio Unit Coming
• • • •
Two-base hits. Gay 2. Jealous, | cently at the home of the bride's longed to the A. & P. 6 to 0 up to
First Class
is the preservative poured into the
To First Baptist Church Butch Wooster, 182. of Rockland,
Games scheduled for next week open end of the tube and left until
Barlow. Glover, Woodcock. Starr, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard the sixth inning, when, with two
Senator Baxter. Bath.
j pinned a technical k. o. on Dick
men on bases. Maki walloped out a j are: Tuesday, Lions vs. A. & P.; it has been absorbed. Not the equal
Niagara. Brunswick.
K. Crockett. Three-base hit. Robin- Brown.
Sunday Night
Mahoney, 178, of Manchester, N. H.,
Forrest City. Portland
son. Base on balls, off Upham 1. i Mrs. Harrie Stanley of Bangor home run. Other outstanding plays Wedne;day. Shells vs. Centra. Maine of creosote, the new method is much
One of the musical unite of the ' in the flrst round of the
Baw Beese. Waldoboro.
eff Barlow 4. off Merrill 1. Struck: and Mr. and Mrs. W M. Newbert J were made by Ralph Clarke, Frank Power Co ; Thursday, Dragons vs. cheaper and easier to use on the
Triumph. Berwick.
well-known Dudley Radio Carolers ei«ht round main event of the °‘
out, by Upham 2, by Barlow 2. by motored to East Dover. Vt., to spend Mazzeo and Russell Bartlett. The Kiwanis Club; Friday. Post Office farm, lengthens the life of poor
Vixen. Berwick.
Gen. Berry, Rockland.
is to be at the First Baptist Church Home week card. Wooster wasted
post timbers 10 to 15 years.
Fornier 1. Sacrifice hits. Paladino. last weekend with Rev. and Mrs. heavy hitters were Hoffses, Bar- | vs. Elks Club.
Saccarrappa, Westbrook
Sunday night. The Unit is com no time, going after Mahoney from
Double play. Glover. Gay and Wood Louis Watson.
Second Class
posed of Mr. and Mrs. .F. .Carlton !the bell.
cock. Umpires. Dimick and Feyler. Jennie Edgecomb, Mr. and Mrs..
R H Counce, Thomaston.
Booth. Miss Sonja Marchuck, vioThe semi-final, bringing together
Johnson Pitman and son. Johnson
Scorer,
George Gow
Massasoit, Damariscotta.
linist. and Miss Eleanor Ostrander i Ponzi Cochran of Rockland and
• • • •
were Rockland visitors Tuesday.
Hecla. Randolph.
pianist
Paddy Mack of Somersworth. N. H.,
B. & E. Smith. Gardiner.
Walter Gay concludes his connecRev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter
Mr. Booth will be the speaker as ' ended abruptly when Paddy went
Tiger, Hallowell.
| tion with the Thomaston team next made a visit in Portland recently.
Niagara. No. 3. Saco.
well as the tenor soloist and direc- ’ through the ropes in the first
Wednesday, having duties which
North Berwick.
M Wili, l0°hk t°rwa„rd t0 I round, injuring his neck,
1 take him elsewhere for the summer.
hearing Miss Marchuck who so
In the top prelim Bobby Camp
CLARK ISLAND
A dependable player and one of
thrilled the Easter audiences by her
beautiful interpretation of re bell proved too flashy for Cracker
the most popular boys in the League
ligious music on her violin. Miss Favreau of Rockland, taking the
Mr. and Mrs John Mills of Rock
Libby Paladino takes his place thus
Ostrander is the regular organist decision for the four rounds.
land are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Col. Ralph W. Brown has been made vacant.
on the Mountain Top Hour of the
Charles Cromwell.
Walter Reynolds gained a techni designated as grand marshal of the
Colonial Network.
Mr. and Mrs. lawl Crowe have
Last Sunday was the 595th con cal k. o. over George Nolet of Berlin, Fourth of July parade and has
returned to Rhode Island after two
secutive Sunday program over the N. H„ in the third round. Nolet named as his assistants Commander
Austin P Brewer as chief of staff
air by the Dudley Radio Carolers.
weeks’ vacation spent in this loproved to be a game boy but was and Daniel A Noonan. Capt. HarriThe public is invited to this serv
outclassed by the Game Chicken. son P MacAlman. Capt. Chester) Six Teams Will Take Pari ca’lty
ice, which opens at 7 30.
M . i (Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson and
Slasher Porter of Rockland had Slader, Capt. Leslie B. Dyer and
In Series Beginning Next famtiy win pass the Fourth in
Lieut.. N Cook Sholes as aides.
WF W ANTFRKNflW! a slight edge over Barney Campbell The
parade will form on South
nt HMllltiuuiuni | of Bangor and B1Uy MacBrlde of
Franklin.
Thursday
"S 'Main street, moving at 10 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Johnson
Hanover, Mo., took a technl_ up Main to Rankin, up Rankin to
A Lithuanian's Whereabou s
Preliminary arrangements have and mother and sisters and other
Broadway, south on Broadway to
on Carl Morong of Berlin ir)
Talbot avenue, to Main, to Park been made for the amateur baseball friends of Hartford were weekend
It is requested that whosoever lwo other preliminaries.
knows the whereabouts of Mikas
Jack OBrien was the
man and disband There will be at least tournament which is to be held in visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Oscar HagSereicikas, a native of Lithuania 1 in the ring, and Leon Halstead held two divisions of the parade contin this section of the State Thursday. berg's.
gent upon the arrival of Naval Craft
who it is thought left this State 20 the watch.
Miss Averill Jellison is guest of
The Rockland and Belfast bands Friday, Saturday and Sunday of
or 24 years ago. get inimmediatc
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swanson.
The spectators were delighted with have been engaged and there will be next week. The drawings are:
touch with tlie Clerk of Courts the facilities of the Community four or five drum corps in line, in
Thursday, July 7 at 6 p. m.—
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Crowe and
cluding the Dover-Foxcroft Ameri Rockland vs. Boothbay Harbor at
office.
family are occupying their cottage
Enjoy tlie vacation of your life in this vacation paradise where the pine-scented air is
can Legion band which made such a
Community Park; and Wiscasset vs. for the season.
always fresh und cool. A 5000-ncrc private estate for your pleasure — an 18-hoIe private
hit in Waterville last Sunday.
Rev. John Taylor Holmon rector
Among the visiting musical or Waldoboro at Wiscasset.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Blomberg
golf course at your front door—plenty of clay tennis courts—well-scliooled saddle horses
NEW
YORK
LIFE
of the Port Clyde Adventist Church
Friday. July 8 at 6 p. m.—Camden and family, Mrs. Alice Collett and
ganizations which will be in line
and endless miles of inviting bridle paths — invigorating bathing and sunny, sandy
INSURANCE CO.
will be the speaker at the Educationl
are Bangor Auxiliary Drum Corps, vs. Thomaston at Community Park; Olaf Benson picnicked recently at
beaches. Two delightful hotels, Poland Spring House and Mansion House—open May to
T. R. McPHAIL
Club picnic. 7 p. in. July 8. at Mrs.
November for 143rd season. Write for illustrated booklet L.
St.
George
drawing
a
bye.
Auburn
American
Legion
Band,
Jefferson
Lake.
Special Agent
Eugene Sleeper's. 239 Cedar street. ANNUITIES, LIFE INSURANCE Guilford (Junior) Drum Corps and
Saturday, July 9 at 3 p. m.—
Mrs. Charles Butler suffered in
Subject How About Knox County
Boxes
pola
spring, mai.ne
THOMASTON, TEL 11-13
Dover-Foxcroft (Junior)
Legion Winners of 'he Rockland-Boothbay juries from a recent fall on steps
76*85 Band.
Justice.”
Harbor, and Camden-Thomaston at her home.
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QUALITY STEER BEEF STEAKS
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The Public Library- will be closed
Monday, July 4.

Coming Wednesday

Eastern Yacht Club

JPage Three
THOMASTON

Mrs. Lucille Blackington. accom
panied by her three children,
Maryon. Muriel and Arthur, and her
mother. Mrs. Leona Reed, motored
tc Boothbay Harbor Sunday to take
Maurice Gregory returned to Lan
Mrs. Reed's sister. Mrs. Katherine
(By William U. Swan)
caster, Mass., today after a brief
Messenger who Is spending the sum
For more than 60 years the East 
visit at his Rockland home.
mer there.
ern Yacht Club fleet sailed into
Mrs. Mertie Carver of Vinal
Amateur for tonight’s George and
40 MINUTES OF
SUN MON TUES WED ruii FRl SAT
the Penobscot. Sometimes it has
Haven Is guest of her sister, Mrs.
REAL ENTERTAINMENT
Juanita show are asked to be at
PLUS
stayed a while before heading back
Ada Simpson for a few days.
Community Building at 7 o'clock.
FEATURE PICTURE
Rev. Maynard A. Fleming and
to Marblehead, while at others it
No
Advance
In
Prices
7
Miss Nina Russell of Portland and
bride were overnight guests of his
has prowled round through the
Lawrence Waite of Canton are
aunt, Mrs. Leona Reed. Monday
Bay before going on to Mt. Desert.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Russell.
night, leaving Tuesday for a tour
For some reason it ceased its eastern
through
Nova Scotia for a month.
traverse seven years ago and since
A well-baby clinic will be held
Gordon Crie went to Lewiston
1932
has
been
heading
to
the
west

Tuesday from 2 to 4 o’clock. Dr.
Friday on business.
ward, with Newport its objective.
' C B. Popplestone will be in attend
Battery F. C.A.C.. left by train
This year the Eastern fleet will
ance.
this
morning and will be at Fort
SERMONETTE
All holding tickets in the Old leave Marblehead Sunday afterWilliams two weeks for target prac
Mrs. Angelo Urbano of Portland I Home Week automobile should turn noon and convoyed by the Coast
tice.
has been making a short visit with | them in to Donald L. Kelsey before Guard cutter Harriet Lane will head
Beyond the War Clouds
Richard Small diove down from
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY AND MONDAY
across the Gulf of Maine with the
her parents. M and Mrs. Valentine,Monday nights ball.
Beyond the unsettled, cloudy Gardiutr Thursday and called on
leaders coming into the Bay the sky of worldwide disturbance,
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST THEIR Chisholm.
friends here.
SHADOWS BEFORE”
A benefit dance to aid a highly next morning, Independence Day.
the sun of God is shining. We
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Talbot of An
July 27— Rockport —Baptist Ladles
for
an
anchorage
in
Fox
Inland
The
"new
road
at
Clark
Island"
deserving and widely liked citizen
Circle midsummer fair.
may not now clearly see the out dover, Conn., who ar<> motoring
June 28-30 — Annual Conference of was a slip of the pen. The intended who is seriously ill, is to be held Thoroughfare at North Haven.
come of the wars and rape of through tne State of Maine called
Maine Federation of Women's Club at
After pausing for a day the fleet
reference was to the fine road across next Monday night at Community
Hotel Samoset.
nations; nor yet even approxi J on Wi’.iia u Gdchrest Monday.
June 29-July 4—Rockland Old Home Spruce Head Island.
Building. Excellent music will be will head off for Northeast Harbor mate the troubles which force
Week
! William Creighton of East MilJune 30—Soap Box Derby In Rockland.
provided. Fred M. Blackington Is and then keep on to Blue Hill,
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191
July 2—"George and Junlta" at ComMrs. Margaret Ames of Brockton, chairman of the worthy affair and Buck's Harbor and Gilkeys Harbor is inflicting upon peoples long 1 ton. Mass, is witli his giandparents,
rn.mlty Building.
ing for peace and making it im Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews, for the
Mass.,
who
has
been
visiting
in
this
July 8 (3 to 8 30)—Edcll Club picnic
79*lt
where disbandment will take place,
is gaining enthuisiastic support.
possible of attainment, but God's summer.
at Mrs. Eugene Sleeper's.
city, has gone to “Rockledge Inn."
if the schedule is maintained, Sat
July 21- Maine Municipal Association
purposes will not be denied or
Dr. and Mrs. P. R. Greenleaf and
meets at the Community building
Spruce Head, for the summer.
urday afternoon.
The editorial door swung open
July 27-Aug 7—Union Revival meet
stopped.
family have come here from Dix
Those who are looking for stately
ings at Church of the Nazarene
field and are occupying the Vesper
Mrs. Ada Hopkins of South yesterday to admit Deputy Sheriff schooners and sloops, which were
July 28—Tenants Harbor—Rebekah
Dictators seem to flourish and
Sewing Circle fair.
William
H
Robinson
of
Warren,
house on Hyler street. The dental
spread
themselves
like
green
bay
Aug 9—Eastern Star Field Day at Thomaston is much envied because
the leature of the old time fleets,
Penobscot View Orange hall. Olen Cove of her skill with hooked and braided who was doubly welcome because of
trees. They seize nations, upset office in Levensaler Block has been
will
be
disappointed,
for
most
of
Aug 10—Owls Head—Church fair at
rugs. She is now working on one his complete recovery from a pneu
renovated for him.
Library Building.
monia siege. With him was his |the ,.yachts wU.L be ^"'paraUvely law and defy the democracies of
REFRIGERATOR with Lo/uc'/uf&afoz
Aug 18—Hope Grange fair at Hope 15x16 feet in size.
Fred Hinckley came down from
i small sized auxiliaries, sloops, yawls the world to stop them. Viola
Corner.
inseparable chum, Herbert K.
and ketches with one or two tors of the moral opinion of man Boston Thursday and was guest of
Jesse Smith. 47 years in the em Thomas. Unaccustomed to them
.
! schooners. The days of the big kind seem to be in the saddle, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Grafton over
ploy of the Lime Rock Railroad, one might think they were sworn j
1 racers are over, for even the great yet history proclaims kings, em night returning Friday.
has recently retired on a pension enemies, but Damon and Pythias
The Federated Sunday School
' cup yachts of last year that monopo perors and despots have always
He was the last of the old-timers— never had a better friendship.
FOR YOUR MONEY BECAUSE IT HAS
so acted; yet in the end they are will picnic at South Pond next Wed
lized the yachting picture are snooza faithful and efficient employe.
Transportation will be
lost in oblivion and the world lifts nesday.
[ ing. Yankee and Rainbow at NeponThe article concerning the Lime- |
Ranger at Bristol and the two on toward better days and moves [ provided as usual, leaving the Con
The name of that indefatigable
gregational Church at 10 o'clock.
rock street improvements which ap- Endeavours back home at soUth.
forward to greater things.
and willing worker Parker E Worrey
peared in this paper Thursday. port wm they ev„
out again?
The world is ever in a slate Each person is asked to take a
was accidentally omitted from the should have stated that this was
QUICKLY USABLE SPACE
of flux, times change, tyrants i drinking-cup.
This is an era of motorized sail
Old Home Week Association's offi State Aid work under the super
Virgil
Hoffses
of
South
Portland
wax
and
wane
Many
millions
ing yachts, for the reason that
cial program.
vision of Adin L. Hopkins, whose most owners are unwilling to floun
have been crushed, killed and t is guest of his son Russell.
Come in and See for Yourselft
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Andrews |
roads have proved so satisfactory der round all night in a Monhegan
lost hope, for evil forces are never
Richard, young son of Ulmer E.
of
Plainfield,
Vt..
with
their
sons
in other parts of Knox County. The fog. They want their comforts in static. In the end. however, the
Dick French. Donald Saunders Kaler. of Masonic street, finds his
new bridge at the head of Lime- some quiet haven like Seal Har
spiritual will prevail and the Paul and Edward are here for two
and Dick Knowlton are employed Fourth of July activities somewhat
Listen over WLBZ every day at 1 o'clock for Fairbanks-Morse.
rock street is a W P A. project as bor under Whitehead that has shel
truth taught by the son of God weeks arriving today. They will i
handicapped by a broken wrist, sus
at the Samoset for the season.
visit Mrs. Ward Grafton and Mr |
was stated.
will
rule.
tered
many
an
Eastern
Fleet,
and
tained when he fell from a bicycle
Almost the final words of and Mrs. N. F. Andrews.
that's what they head for when the
Miss Helen D. Perry left Friday this week.
The Garden Club met Thursday
Christ
as He commissioned His
Feature
attractions
at
local
wind
fails.
for the White Mountains, where
afternoon
at Mrs. Eliza Carleton's j
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 721
442 MAIN STREET
disciples, gave this assurance:
Miss Caroline Bodman will appear theatres: Park—Sunday (midnight
The largest boat in the fleet this
she will write for the New York
home, with a good attendance. Mrs.!
"All
power
is
given
unto
me
in
show),
Louis-Schmeling
fight
pic

on
George
and
Juanita
program
at
year
is
Vice
Commodore
B.
DeverTimes.
heaven and in earth. Go for Lavinia Elliott gave a full and in- !
thee Community Building tonight tures and Laurel and Hardy in eux Barker's sloop Good Hope, a
ward therefore in the name of teresting report of the meeting of
“
Swiss
Miss;"
this
program
also
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ON THE STAGE
IN PERSON

“UNCLE
NED’S
VARIETIES”

After Lapse of Seven Years
Fleet Again Turns To
ward Penobscot Bay

SEA FOOD
SPECIALS

FOR THE FOURTH OF JULY

St. John Salmon

Western Salmon

Native Halibut

PARKS

Scallops

Clams

Haddock

Shrimp

Alive and Boiled Lobsters

TALK OF THE TOWN

FAIRBANKS MORSE
26% More
26% More

HOUSE SHERMAN, INC.
WANTED

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

CROQUET SETS

BURPEES

SJ.00 to sg.oo

WANESET INN

Crie Hardware Co.

Every-OtHer- Day
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Northeast Harbor — Northeast
Thorwald Ross and son of Cam- McCraw
have grown wonderfully this sea the lucky fishermen
Harbor Ledge Buoy 2 will be bridge. Mass., who were guests of
Mr. and Mrs William Morrison
SWAN'S ISLAND
son in spite of bugs and worms
Keeper Urquhart of Seguin called changed, about July 12. to a 2d- Mr. and Mrs. William Warner for a of Portland were guests Sunday of
I oloee maMal Wfin with foH reflector fPW dflVS MlimMi hfimP TllPA.dflV. MiSS Edna F. BOggS. Their SOn.
which cause Keeper Seavey to have of thi efofinrt -oy-ortflv
Myron Sprague was in Rockland
,
. „
„
. _
,,
... „ , , _ ,
j
Richard who came with them is
a lime bag in hand most of the
Mr. Davis and son Alden attend-! Somes Sound—Somes Sound Buoy ' Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle and son passing this week with Miss Boggs ; last Saturday on business.
time.
ed the launching of the new light-! 10. to be established about July 12. ! Albert of Philadelphia are at the
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Nve. of
Miss Betty Snell of Kennebunk
Mr. and Mrs. James Norton were ship cornfield at East Boothbay
a red 2nd-class special nun. in 40 home of Capt. and Mrs. Clinton Boston and Mr. and Mrs William
spending the summer with her
recent dinner guests at this sta
Justin Foss. Jr. has employment ! feet, 780 yards. 323 degrees from Teele on a visit.
Patten of Salem. Mass. were recent
um.r,
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
grandmother.
Mrs Nettie Milan.
tion.
Miss Ruth Wahlman went Friday Barrett
Sargent Point left tangent.
on the State road at Newagen.
Miss Jennie B Lutz of Harrisburg.
Mrs Seavey and daughters Juan
to Ogunquit where she has em
Mrs. Foss and daughter Arlona
Harry Files of Boston, was over Pa is at her summer home here..
ita and Patricia attended the an were visitors June 23 in Boothbay
ployment for the summer.
night guest Monday of William Bar Among the other summer guests
nual field day exercises last Satur Harbor.
Mrs Philip Johnson has returned rett.
were Samuel Mahler and family.
day at Phippsburg Center .
Guy Di Zazzo. returned Friday to Miss Edna Mohler and invalid
from Rockland where she attended
Mr. and Mrs. Davis, son Alden
Our 'flower gardens are doing very and Florence Henderson were re
the wedding of her cousin. Miss Lawrence. Mass., after being guest moth<?r Mrs Amanda Mohler and
well but it seems superfluous to try cent business visitors in Boothbay
Winifred
Coughlin to George Adams of Mr. and Mrs Henry Caldrice for Mjsses virginla Ra£t and 3^
Adherents of the Big Five League
and raise flowers when we have so Harbor.
>a few weeks.
saw an excellent game in Union of Rockland
Kast of Harrisburg
many pretty wild ones. The hills
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Jones
The post office will be open from.
and Mrs Isaac Stinson are
Earl Snowman was dinner guest gunday when Appleton nosed out
have been covered with wild alys,he'summer in Rockland
"** *to 1130 a.
- m. Monday
----- The I
of Leo Foss recently
seven Tree outfit 3 to 2. It was have returned from Belfast and are 7.15
sum and a miniature duplicate of
at
Rockaway
Inn.
last
mail
to
be
despatched
will
be
where
Mr
stinflOn has employment
We had the pleasure of seeing a pitcher's battle, the only man hitour snow in summer. Wild roses I Keeper and Mrs. Elliot of Cape ting safely tw0 times being F MeMiss Edith Wier of Wellesley, at 3.15. There will be no rural de
Keith Joyce and Roy Joyce who
are out, also.
Mass, is guest of her uncles. Fred livery. The post office lobby will have been ill. are able to be out.
Elizabeth Light Station. Howard gervey. The score:
Miss Juanita is spending a week
anrf Asslstant Additlonal
close at 6 p. m.
and Frank Grimes.
Mrs. Bernard Rackliff and child
Appleton
at Cape Newagen with her grand- Keeper
whUe at Keep.
Mrs. N. B. Eastman has returned of Spruce Head are visiting rela
Vinal Haven Alumni held a banab r bh e
parents before starting her duties w
gt Cape Newagen
3 110 quet Tuesday in Union vestry, fea- home from Bangor where she visited tives here.
F Gushee. If .........
at a summer hotel.
Keeper
0 turing the annual get-to-gether with her daughter. Mrs. Harold Scott
R Meservey. 3b ........ 3
There are many boats on the Davis were visitors in Portland re
a large attendance. The tables were i several weeks.
F. Meservey, cf .......... 2
TENANT'S HARBOR
river now—pleasure boats of all
Camden C.C.C. boys won over the
prettily decorated with garden flow
cently.
R. Mitchell, p ............. 3
types as well as pulpwood boats and
ers. with class of 1938 colors, green Warren locals in a game played
We are very sorry' to hear Mrs K Best, c ..............
“The Perpetuation of National
3
oil tankers. Ocean Transport 24 Evelyn Townsend is entering St.
and
gold The color scheme was here Wednesday, the score. 11 to Strength' will be the pastors sub
G. Best, ss .................. 3
passed up river tonight. Transport Andrews Hospital and hope for an
q I carried cut in favors, napkins and 6. favor of the visiting team. Union
ject at the morning worship service
Griffin, lb .................... 2
8 which went aground was a fre
a i bouquets. The banquet was served played Warren at Warren. Thurs at the Church on the Hill Sunday
early recovery.
Pitman. 2b
.............. 2
quent passer by this station.
0 ; by Union Church Circle. Cheers day night, the scoer a tie of 9 to 9. at 10.30 Bible school will meet fol
Best wishes to all along the coast. Cunningham, rf ....
Retired Keeper Charles Knight
0 were given for all the classes and This game will be played off at a lowing the morning service. At 7
• • • •
B Mitchell, If ......
i a fine program presented. Dr later date, which will be announced
was a welcome visitor at this sta
Millions Available
p. m. will be the happy hour of
W. Mitchell, p
tion recently. He was accompanied
Ralph Earle was speaker and his
George Carr of Philadelphia, is music and message when all join
The Public Works Administration L. Hustus. 2b .....
by (Mrs. Knight, daughter Rosa and
address was thoroughly enOoyed. occupying the N B. Eastman cot in singing Gospel songs and hymns,
allotted $10,000,000 today for 178 M Williams, lb ...
son Lawrence who made a very
L. B Dyer also made interesting tage. Crawford Lake, for the season. assisted by the young people's choir
projects to improve Coast Guard
competent substitute during our re
remarks. An alumni ball was later
Miss Eleanor H. Goodwin, on her and instruments. The service will
Union
stations throughout the country.
cent absence. We were much
held in Memorial hall, with music way home to Kennebunkport, after close with a message entitled
ab
r
bh
e
The work will include replace
pleased to welcome the Knight
by L C. Smith's orchestra.
an 18 day trip to the Gaspe Penin "Noah's Ark "
4 110
ment. remodelling, and enlarge Brown, ss
family as we had not seen them
A
lawn
party
will
be
held
July
sula.
was weekend guest of Mrs.
0
..... 3
ment of stations and facilities. Payson. If .
since they were retired from Hen
4 on Ambrose Peterson's lawn P. D. Starrett.
this locality were Howard Maxey
....
2
Aho.
cf
.........
.
Allottments included;
drick's Head when the station was
under auspices of the American Le
Striped bass have been caught of South Warren, and Wayne Star
Newbert. cf
..... 3
Maine:
Great
Wass
Island
sta

closed. Congratulations to Rosa
gion and Auxiliary. If stormy, the this week below the mill dam in
rett of Warren village.
.... 2
tion, West Jonesport. $140,550; Morine. 2b
and Alma on their recent marriage.
sale will be held on the porch.
the village
Howard Kennlston
Mrs. Clarence Peabody has been
.... 3
Portsmouth Harbor station. Kit McFarland, lb
We are eagerly awaiting the open
Miss Emily Winslow has returned caught the first one. Monday, weight guest this week of Mr and Mrs.
Simmons. 3b
3
tery
Point,
$138,500;
Quoddy
Head
ing of the radio broadcast by Fred
from Wellesley. Mass.
2H pounds. Two good ones were Howard Mo(xjy al Carlbou Mlss
..... 1
Station. $45,000; Bird Island Sta Hilt, c ..............
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter taken Wednesday, a 2 *4 pounder by
Switzer..
Bernice Carroll of Union, has been
2
tion. $89 800; Kennebec river sta Loch, rf ...........
• • • •
have as guests Capt. and Mrs. Leslie Charles Overlock Jr., and a smaller
keeping house for her in her ab
tion. $7 500. Fletcher's Neck station. Prescott, p ................... 1
Leadbetter and daughters Lillian one bj’ Earl Robinson. Young Over
Little River
sence.
$62,000 —From the Associated Press. Beckwith, p ................. 1
and Barbara of Seattle. Wash., Mrs. lock caught his by trolling from a
Miss Ruth Corbett will leave July
The foundation to the telephone
Aho. p ........................ 1
Georgia Monaghan of Alexandria boat.
20 for Rangeley where she will be
NOTICE TO MARINERS
building is being rebuilt, Everett
Cunningham, cf ........ 0
Bay. N. Y„ and Mrs. Clara Hopkins
Funeral services for Fred M Cunningham. John Davis, and Les
employed for the summer. .
26
of Camden.
Blanchard, local dry goods store lie Weaver being the workmen
Cranberry Island Passage—West Appleton
Mrs. Ruth Johnson and Purcell
0 0 2 0 0 1 x— 3
Ruth Wahlman is home from proprietor, who died in Rockland,
Corbett recently visited the light ern Way—Improvements in buoyage Union ..... 0 0 1 0 0 0 1—2
Sidney Vinal returned Monday
Cambridge. Mass with her guest Monday, were held Thursday at
from Brighton, Mass where he spent
Struck out, by R Mitchell 7. by
Anni Kivcla of Maynard. Mass
the Baptist Church, with Rev. How several days with Dr. and Mrs. Ray
W. Mitchell 3. by Prescott 5. by
Mrs. Florence Gross has returned ard A Welch, officiating. Among
Beckwith 1, by Aho 1. Base oit
mond Vinal.
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
from a visit with her son Dr. Leroy the flowers, at the funeral, was a
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Vaughan and
balls, off W. Mitchell 2. Two base
Gross
in
Lewiston.
piece from the Elks' Lodge of MidSERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
I hits. F. Meservey. Newbert. Hit by
daughters, Miss Margaret Vaughan,
The 4-H Club with the club leader dleboro, Mass., of which he was a
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
pitched ball. Aho. Simmons. K. Best.
and Miss Annabelle Vaughan of
Mrs. Cora Peterson, and assistant member, with several other offerings
(Subject to change without notice)
| Umpires. Sherman and Kirkpatrick.
Shelbyville, Ken., were luncheon
leader Mrs. Flora Brown, attended from friends. Bearers were. A. P.
(Eastern Standard Time)
The Battery F-Appleton game
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. P D.
the club meeting Wednesday in Gray. Fred Spear. Wesley Spear,
scheduled for Thursday has been
Starrett. They also called at the
Union.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
and Oscar E. Starrett. Burial was homes of other relatives while in
postponed because of the inability
Special arrangements are being made at Sterling.
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
town. This was the first visit by
of
the
C.A.C.
boys
to
play
at
that
Read Down
made for the American Legion lawn
Several from here attended the
time.
Mr. Vaughan in 40 years.
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
party to be held July 4.
Republican get-to-gether Thursday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr., of Wal
Warren locals won easily over
A special meeting of Marguerite in Rockland.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
P.M.. A.M.
doboro,
will speak on butterflies and
j
the
Camden
C.
C.
Boys,
7
to
1.
last
Chapter. O.E.S.. was held Monday
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
Several from here attended the
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
show
her
collection Thursday at
Wednesday,
in
a
game
played
in
night.
The
degrees
were
worked
Ar.
4.35
10.55
6.00
Lv.
NORTH
HAVEN,
9.10
5.40 3.30
Soap Derby Races Thursday after the Woman's Club. Mrs Jameson,
on
Athlene
Thompson
and
Martha
3.25
Warren.
.
STONINGTON,
Ar.
Lv.
9.50
5.00
10.20
6.50 4.40
noon in Rockland. Entrants from
2.15
Lv. 8.45
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
well versed in her subject, began
7.50
; Warren ...... ........ 0 3 0 0 0 4 0—7 Thompson. Mrs. Blanche H. Kit
tredge was soloist. Interesting re
Read Up
her collection when she was but
' C. C. Boys .......... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1 marks were made by Miss Laura B.
eight years old, and it contains
Base hits, Warren 7. C. C. Bqys. 6. Sanborn of Augusta who is home
VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
ALFRED M. STROUT beautiful specimens. All summer
Errors. Warren, 5. C.. C.. Boys 5. for a visit with relatives. After the
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
ceremonies luncheon was served in
visitors are invited to attend. The
Batteries
,
Adams
and
Teague;
Insurance
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
the banquet hall. The tables were
committee is Mrs. Chrisie Trone.
Farmer and Dionne
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Fire,
Automobile,
and
Allied
Lines
prettily decorated with large baskets
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
Mrs. Corinne Perkins, Mrs. Edna
5 00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
The C.C.C. team defeated Thom of flowers. Hilma Webster, Estelle
THOMASTON, MAINE
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
6 15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Moore, Mrs. Ruth Philbrook, and
aston 7 to 3 in Thomaston Sunday Brown and Beulah Drew were com
looetf
73tf
mittee members
Mrs 'Helen Maxey
afternoon

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

OUR GRADUATES

Guardians

of Our Coast

Big Five League

(Top to Bottom)
Stirling Morse
Meredith Mundie
Vivian Oakes
Ruth Oliver
Barbara O'Neill

(Top to Bottom)
Nathalie Orne
Anna Prllirani
Jc'rphine Pellirani
Frederick Perry
Richard Perry

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
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w
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3b
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5M

52

38

9b
V.?
99

98

M7

37

50
w
53

55

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
8- A mongrel dog
33-Bound again with
1-Capital of New
9- Kilometer (abbr.)
tape
South Wales,
10-Evades adroitly
36-Lock of hair
Australia
14-Fatlgue
39-To give ear to
6-Supported
16- A mixture of sand
11- River in N. France 10-Direct
and clay
12- Astringent mineral 42- Snare
43- Signal at sea
17- Venture
salt
19-A period of time
44- lncited
13- A military title
46- Station (abbr.)
(Pl.)
(abbr.)
47- lnto
21-Purifies
...
15-The Book of Psalms, 4g_powerfu| magazine 23-Roam
separately printed
rif|e (p, }
25-Begin
17- A clerical degree
50- Comparative suffix 27-Juice of plants
(abbr.)
51- Flower
29-Snare
18- Energy
31-Combined
52- A military signal
33- Like rosin
54- Told a story
20- Appearing as if
34- Very black
55- Bogs
gnawed
35- Excavatcs
21- Exhaust
VERTICAL
37- Satisfy
22- Greek goddess of
38- Saves
discord
1- Precious metal
41-Unltea
?4-Boy's name
44- Relieve
2- Act
25- Father
45- Haul
3- Pinch
26- Tears
4- Feminine suffix (Fr.) 18-A day (abbr )
28-Cloaks
5- A period of time (pi.) 49-Mineral spring
30-Mountains in
6- Baseball term
51-Railroad (abbr.)
Russia
7- To the sheltered side 53-State Militia (abbr.)
32-Orderly
>11
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)

MONHEGAN
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bogdanove
and two sons have opened their j
cottage here after spending several
weeks touring Europe.

Harry Odom is spending a few j
days in Rockland.

Mr and Mrs. Cyril Nelson have
been entertaining guests from New
Brunswick. N. J. the past few
days.
Maurice Davis a recent gradu
ate of South Portland High School |
returned Friday to the home of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Davis
and will be employed at The TrailIng Yew for the season.
Harry Richardson of Rockland is

cpendiii|g the summer with his
grantfjlArents, Mr and Mrs. Ernest
Wincapaw
Mis> May Whener of Newark.
N J has arrived at the Trailing
Yew for the season,
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Every-Other-Day

of Farmingdale spent last weekend
ORFF’S CORNER
with Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Evander Newbert.
Maurice Leonard and Pearl Leon
Miss Phyllis Newbert. Orrin Robin ard and friend of Rockland were
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor son of North Waldoboro, Orville visitors Tuesday in this place.
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. Jameson and family visited Sunday
Rev. Leija H. Ingler and Mrs.
at Josiah Jameson's.
Lina Walter of North Waldoboro
Mrs. Nellie Marple and Mr. and were callers Tuesday on friends
Mrs. Myrtle Marcho is spending Mills was a visitor Thursday at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Harold Mrs. R. S. Monahan of the village here
a few days in Newport, R. I.
were callers last Saturday at Mr.
A. (C. Gustafson of New York and R. Smith
Miss Eleanor A. Achorn returned
Richard Connor of Winchester. ’ Nellie Reever's.
G A. Gustafson of Fairfield have
Friday from Portland where she
been recent visitors at (Mr. and Mass., has been recent guest of his Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mank and has been attending Business Col
aunts. Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. ( son Albert motored Sunday to Rich- lege.
Mrs. G. B Walter's
| mond. Mrs. Della Dickerson and
Miss Faye M. Keene has been Stanley Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry deRocheMrs. Mabel Mank spent Wednes- granddaughter, Lorraine Jewett are
attending the 50th anniversary of
mont and' family of Rockland were
j their guests.
the National Delta Delta Delta Fra day in Portland.
Miss Annie O Welt and Miss Anne ! Mrs. .Lorada Boggs motoied re- recent callers at Percy R. Ludwig's..
ternity in Swampscott, Mass. She
Mrs. Nellie Borneman returned
was a delegate of the Sigma Alli Welt attended the Welt-McPhee cently to Winthrop where she was
guest
of
Mrs.
Lewis
Tolman.
.
|
Tuesday
from Warren where she
wedding Wednesday in Portland.
ance of Wesleyan University.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Campbell
of
s
P
ent
the
past few months.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G
F.
Penniman
Mrs. O. G. Barnard, Mrs. Harold
Albert P. Elwell accompanied
R. Smith and Miss Cordelia Barn- and son Alton of Framingham. Bath, N. H„ were recent guests at
ard attended the Glidden-Buzzell I Mass., will be weekend and holiday , Ivan Scott's. Mrs. Vivian Camp- j Clayton Hoak to Rockland last
wedding Monday at Cooper s Mills, guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and bell. (Mr_ and Mrs. .Angus_Camp- Saturday. The latter is a 4-H Club
ben of Bath and Arthur Scott of
and took
t in the ^ultry
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke and Miss , Miss Marcia Blaney.
the village dined Wednesday at the
contest held at Farm Bureau hall,
Grace Yorke were Rockland visi- ] Mrs. Clara Barton is visiting Scott home.
Mr. .and Mrs. Bert Mank of the Capt. and Mrs. J. Leland Hart of
tors Tuesday. .
relatives at Dark Harbor.
A meeting of the Public Library j Mr. and Mrs T. E Stenger of village Were callers Wednesday at Medfield. Mass. Mrs Margaret Davis
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
trustees was held Monday night. Philadelphia are occupying their
Mrs A. Pietela is entertaining her and Mrs- Luther clark of ThomasMr. and Mrs. C. L. Given of San I cottage at Martin's Point.
mother of Fitchburg. Mass.
| ton were callers Monday at Mr. and
Antonio, are spending the week at | Mrs. Jessie Achorn has returned
Miss Una Clark. R. N. and Miss Mrs. Leonard H. Seavey's.
Myrtie Reever, R. N. of Augusta:
_ . ..
_
Stahl's Tavern.
i from a visit in Chelsea, Mass.
are visiting Mrs. Nellie Reever. Mr. j Mr and Mrs' Percy Elwc11 and
Mrs. Ethel Ludwig has returned
The Baptist School classes enjoyed and Mrs. Ed. Dudley of Week's daughter Shirley and Miss Phyllis
from a trip to La Pomkeag Camps i a picnic Thursday at Sandy Shores MUls madp a ylsit there Sunday
I Bradeen of Unity were guests
Mr. and Mrs. C F. Jackson of (gunday of Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
in the Oxbow region.
Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Mayo and &“ TT&r' ,u“u
I*
»•
Portland were in town recently. On family of Houston. Texas are at
Mr. and Mrs T. T. Black and Mr , H. Seavey.
return to Portland they were ac their summer home, here.
and (Mrs A. J. Wiley were callers' Mr and ,Mrs. Harry Wright and
companied by Mrs. Herricks
Emerson Mayo of Rochester. N. UncolnviUe
Wel'man'S *n son Arnold of Rockland visited
mother. Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler who Y.. and Mr. and Mrs. John WhittelSeveral members of the Social, Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. W A. Jackattended Friday the graduation of sey and family of Newton. Mass,
Club met recently with the son's.
her grandson. Stanley Herrick, Jr., are af the Mayo cottage at MarGrange Sewing Circle at Mrs \ Mrs. A. D. Davis of Thomaston
from Deering High School in a class tin's point for the summer
Charles Copeland s in South War- I was a caller Monday at Albert Elof 317 members. Mrs Feyler re- j Mr. and Mrs. Lief Lawson of
Miss Priscilla Hanna. R. N„ of:well's'
_ ,
turned home Sunday. .
Portland were guests Tuesday of
Portland, is at the home of her
Visitors Sunday at Frank WeavMr. and Mrs. Lief Lawson of Mrs. J. H. Castner.
mother, Mrs. Ethel Hanna, on a er's included Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Portland were guests Tuesday of
Mr and Mrs W. C. Verge of Melvisit.
Walter, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin WalMrs J. H Castner
rose Highlands and Mrs. H. K.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H Pierce of AuSanford Walter of GardiMr and Mrs. Harry Morrill of pa]mer of Nobleboro have been gusta were recent guests at O.. Bowd
e
iv
s
j
ner.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Johnson of DamBoston are passing a vacation at y^iting Mr and Mrs. Henry P.
Misses Bessie Reed and Ellie ariscotta. Mrs Hattie Winslow and
Open Gates.
Mason.
Mank were Rockland visitors Wed- Miss Margaret Sawyer of Jefferson,
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Jackson of
Mr and Mrs. George Thomson
nesday.
John Teague Of Warren and Mr.
Lewiston
guests
recently of anu
and uou
daughter
Miss -----Jane of
ucwjowu were o
-----------------6,.,.. .......
-- New
---- , Mrs . H. Wilscn Mrs J. Glaude and ,
Percy Turner and Mrs. Jessie Ben- York are occupying their summer 1 Mrs. R McLeod made a visit Sun- and Mrs. Johnson of Damariscotta
hcm“
day at ll*rs' H B'acks in Tenant’s were recent callers at L. S. Weaver's.
^kese members of the Womans ™ and Mrs Charles Robertson | ^^d Mrs William Holbrook

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

Page Five
HOPE

EAST UNION

PICTURESQUE COWBOY

Otis True of Greensboro, N. C..' The Farm Bureau held a delightwas a visitor last weekend at Mr fu] session recently at the Morand Mrs. L. P. True's.
| ton cottage with 25 in attendance.
Mrs. Cordelia Bartlett is at her Dinner was served by Mrs. .Millie
home here for the summer.
Jones and Mrs. Morton
A group of young people enjoyed ,Mrs Maud pay80n entered Beaver
i a scavenger hunt recently, the trail Camp Monday for a seasons em
ending at Hobbs Pond where a pioyment
weenie roast was held.
Mrs. Margaret Grassow of Hope
Mrs. Evelyn Brown is at home and Mrs Oeorge „
flnd
from Camden Community Hospital chl]dren of Camden
y
Miss Lois Meservey is employed at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Willard _ , . * D
77 .,
Brcwn
Gretchen Payson and family.
Miss Marion Athearn of LincolnMrS Lawrence Morton
villc was recent guest at the home an
aug ter Bardara were guests
of her aunt Mrs. Allie Allen.
| last Saturday ot sheila
Mrs. Arvllla Jackson is making Bardort'' Baibara remained for a
an extended visit with relatives in
stayMassachusetts
, Warren 'Reynolds and family of
The Grange Circle enjoyed the South Hope are spending July at
i hospitality of Mrs. Harold Burgess the Myrtle Qou,d ,wme
and spent Wednesday at her cottage
_ _ .
'
I at Megunticook Lake. Picnic din-1
and Mrs
were guests
( ner was served at noon and several Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. M. R
members enjoyed swimming.
Miller
Quincy Peabody. Frank Payson
callers 8und
I and Guilford Payson enjoyed a fish-I
ing trip to Northern Maine recent- and Mrs Na,han Bogle were Mr
ly. They brought home a, string of ar>d Mrs. Austin Clough, daughters
fine trout.
, Betty and Joan, Mrs. Emelle Nelson
UM,LS®. <^rE?lde Hardy and
and grandson of Rockland. Clvde
Harleth Hobbs are at home from, _ , , n
,
Gorham Normal School for the I ®°u'e of Randolph, Nelson Dearborn
summer.
Winthrop and Esten Soule of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jones and Lincolnville,
daughter of Framingham, Mass,.
are at their summer home here.
.......... _
SOMERVILLE
John Wright celebrated his 93th
birthday Monday. Mr Wright is in
Shirley Brann of Cooper's (Mills
| excellent health and went to the
I Town House to vote in the primary has been visiting at the home of
election. He makes his home with Mr ^d Mrs Avery Colby
his daughter Mrs W P Barrett. i „
, ,.
William True and Harleth Hobbs Hllda Brown °{ Jefferson has been
have been confined to their homes1 guest of her uncle H. C Brown
with mumps.
Several from this locality attendI ed a ball game between Somerville
NORTH HOPE
| and Windsor 'at Chauncey Turner’s
place Sunday, Windsor being the
Recent callers at Willow Brook
have been Albert Johnson of Som winner. The score was 16 to 9
Misses Harriett Wellman and
erville. Mass., May Quinn, Kathleen
Brown of Camden. Mrs. Carla Ben Phyllis Wellman of Washington
nett, Mrs. Clarence Rolfe and spent Thursday night with Mr. and
daughter Patricia who are m North ,, „
Appleton this summer.
| Mrs Kendrick Light and enjoyed a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Garland who1 picnic the following day.
spent a few days here recently j Mr and (Mrs Roy French and
have returned to Somervdle Mass ' hHdren of ch,na
ca]1<>rs g
Hoot Gibson, King of Cowboys, and Rowdy
Mr. and Mrs. B E Fletcher of .
. „
„
Camden called Sunday on thelridayat B>'r°n French s
“Trick riding, roping, and even brimmed hat. The hat is the best
.
77.
Club attended the opening session have been spending a few days in i and ,Mr. and Mrs James Holbrook Esther
Mr. and Mrs. A. J Dodge visited
niece, Mrs E D. Perry
j of Togus were recent guests of Mrs miage last Thursday evening at the [ the picturesque cowboy of the friend the cow puncher has. and he
Walter Lind is ill at his home in relatives in Bridgton 8unday
of the conference of Maine Federa Lvnn Mass and Newport R I.
Lynn. Mass., an
' Lorada Boggs
Methodist parsonage. Rev. O. G.1 movies are not typical of the plains.' spend as much time and money buy- Appleton.
tion of Women's Clubs at Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mollenhauser
Mr and Mrs. Jessie Hilt and chil
Charles Bowers and family were Barnard officiating
The couple I sa>’s Hoot G^son. the screen cele- ing it as a wcman does her Easter
Mrs. Loren Bennett was in Bath
Samoset. Rockland. Tuesday: Mrs. of Brooklyn. N. Y. are at the Samp recent callers at -dren of Union Visited Monday <t
-•
, , ,
_ ,
.. . , brated Westem star, “They are the bonnet.
IMr. and Mrs. Alrecently
on
business.
were attended by Charles Light. ■ outgrowth of the circus.
“Riding came naturally to me.
Maude Clark Gay. Mrs Isabel Labe. son homestead for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mank. Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hlsler’S. . 'r
fred Littles in Bristol
brother of the bride and Miss Ar“Ten years ago. there was little just as talents of any kind are born Helen Pease and son were recent
Mrs. Ida Stahl, Mrs Fannie
Miss Audrey Wyman, a teacher
The Sand Hill School enjoyed a
Mlss Elizabeth Breaden, Mrs AlBrooks. Mrs. Ina Smith. Mrs. Sace jn
scdools of Everett, Mass., is fred Church and daughter and Mr. 'ene Chapman. They are now on a roping among cow hands, and those in some of us. My first rodeo ap- callers at E. .D. Perry's.
picnic
at Crescent Beach Friday,
who practice it today received their pearance was in 1918. A few years
Mrs Ida Coose of Searsmont was the last day of school, Harold Brann
Weston . (Mrs. Elsie Mank. Mrs at her hOme here. Miss Wyman Shuman of Rockland called Tues-, honeymoon trip which includes inspiration largely from circus p<r- later I won the world's championwith her mother two days recently
Nan Weston, Rev. Mary Gibson, j goes Monday to the University of day at L. L. Mank's enroute to Port- Boston and other places of interest. formers," he continued.
Miss
ship for roping and trick riding in while Mrs. Perry was ill. She is furnishing transportation.
'
j x»
»
wishes
for
a
happy
and
prosMiss Clara Gay and Mrs. Louise ^aine where she will attend sum“As a matter of fact, the first trick Chicago.
Myra Barnaby is the teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
r ,
now
greatly
Improved
and
is
able
“To be a good rider one must be to be up and at her work.
daughter Elsa were visitors Sunday perous future are extended this roper in this country was Ora Peso
The Corner School closed a suc
Miller.
mer school.
popular young couple.
(Gold Dollar). He was a Mexican bom with love of it. I came from
Following a visit with Mr and cessful year of school Friday. TTie
Everett Welt. Guy Abbotoni and
Mr and Mrs Elmer Jameson Jr. in Waterville.
Mr and Mrs. O. Bowden were
brought to the United States to Great Falls. Montana and spent Mrs. Leland Johnson. Mr. and Mrs
Aubrey Ellis attended the Soap Box are at their cottage at Friendship callers Sunday at Harry Beane's in
join Buffalo Bill's Wild West.
all my summers on ranches around j Carroll Fenwick and four children teacher Miss Theresa Gallo took her
Miss
Ruth
E.
Orff
Derby Thursday in Rockland.
over the weekend and holiday.
pupils to (Marshall 'Shores in Lib
Warren.
“Women are responsible for the there learning all I could from cow j have returned to New Hampshire.
Albert Shuman and family of
Miss Bessie Reed and Miss Grace
Funeral services were held at ! cowboys of today. They love the hands. Soon their roping are like _^_______—============ erty where they enjoyed a picnic
North Waldoboro passed Sunday the home inLawrence
Sunday for 1 artistic and picturesque and when any other profession. The thought
Yorke are in Augusta today. They
dinner. The parents furnished
EAST WALDOBORO
with Mrs Sarah Sidensparker.. Wil Miss Ruth E Orff,conducted
by boys from the ranges began riding constantly in mind "What can I do 1 bins Bros.
Circus in Rockland j cakes and ice “cream. Harry POtwill be accompanied home by Mrs.
bur Stratton was a caller.
before the ladies, the feminine mind to be different.” All depends on Thursday July 7.
E. R Hunnewell of North Anson
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders of
Carl Heath of Union was a busi- Rev William A. Arnold of the Grace dressed him in tailored breeches, muscular development, nerve and
Performances will be given at 2 ■ cival's truck was used for traniwho will spend the weekend and Lynn Mass., visited relatives last ness caller Monday at O Bowden's. Episcopal Church of Lawrence. monogramed silk shirts, mufflers practice.”
; and 8 p. m. Doors to the menagerie , portation Nearly all the children
Otto Bowden Jr. and Miss CaroA Can.
the
holiday with her sister. Miss Reed. I weeicend.
and the like. No real cow hand
Hoot Gibson and his great con- will open at 1 and 7 p. m. An im- j and parents “attended as well as
lyn Bowden made a call Sunday at
H
..
J
.
Among the women attending the j T yrving sawyer who has been Willis
Moody's in North Warren.
Bar and “Abide with Me. Dele- wears a rig like mine, he loves his gress of rough riders. Indians and mense street parade will be seen several who had graduated from
annual conference of the Maine vising capt. and Mrs L. E. ArchlMrs. L. A. Winchenbach and gations from the teachers' associa- overalls, open neck and wide- Cossacks will be seen with the Rob- on the downtown streets at 11 a. mJ bere ln tbe (ast two years
Federation of Woman's Clubs Wed- bald in Thomaston, called on friends, daughter Arvilla of South Waldo- t tion ol which Miss Orff was a
nesday at the Hotel Samoset Rock- j enrout€ to New York, where he will boroand guest Mrs. Mason of South membe comprised Supt. Dennis E.
...
land were Mrs Maude Clark Gay. I join the yacht on whlch hc has em. Weymouth. Mass., were callers
Callahan. Miss Theresa Smith. Miss
Mrs. Isabel Labe, Mrs. Fannie ployment.
|
________
Evelyn Dempsey. Miss Helen Hy
Brooks. Mrs. Elsie Mank. Rev. Mary j Joseph Glaude and family Leland
land, Miss Betty Donovan. Miss
ROUND POND
Gibson. Mrs. Anne Burnheimer Boggs and famuy, l. a. Mank. Mrs
Anna Sullivan and others. There
Mrs. Nan Weston. Mrs. Rose Wes- ; L Boggs and
wiUUs were in
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Doering who was a^o a delegation from the
ton, Mrs. Ida Stahl, Mrs. Bessie Rockland last Saturday evening.
spent two weeks in Roslindale. Mass. d.AR..
Kuhn. Mrs. Gladys Grant. Mrs.!
and Mrs. Ivan Scott and have returned home.
i Services were held Monday at i
Verna Schofield. Mrs. Fannie Gray Mr and Mrs p,.ed Munro recently
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Swett and the ]ocai .Methodist Church by Rev
Mrs Evelyn Spear. Mrs. Ethel Ben attended the 18th annual conven son Robert are home for the sum- osCar q Barnard and buriel was
Westinghouse Roaster ......................... $22.95
ner. Mrs. Ida Soule, Mrs. Florence tion of the V.F.W. in Old Town.
mer vacation.
jn tbe family lot in Achorn ceme- (
Glass Bake Dishes...............................
5.00
Hahn. Mrs. Lottie Lovell. Mrs. Mil
Charles Harvey and sons, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lane of Mel- fery.. Esten H. Boardman sang
Broiler-Griddle
...................................
4.95
dred Ashworth. Mrs. Jane Lenfest. i Mrs. Robert Harvey of Rockland rose. Mass. have opened their cot- -we will Never Say Goodbye in
Stand ....................................................
4.95
Miss Clara Gay and Mrs. Louise were callers Tuesday at Miss Ellie tage on the North Shore.
Heaven.” a ccompanied by Mrs.
Miller.
Mank's.
William McKenzie and family of piQra Boardman.
The bearers
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of
Total Value $37.85
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Wilson. Mrs. Melrose. Mass., were at the More were Harold Achorn. Albert Elwell
Providence, are guests of Mrs. Nellie J . Glaude and Mrs. R. McLeod were cottage for a few days recently.
Harry Creamer and Percy Ludwig.
Overlock.
John McConnell, Bertha McCon
Rockland visitors Monday.
A large company of friends from [
Miss Edith Perry is employed as
Miss Joyce Scott passed last week nell and Carrie Redonnett of Dor Lawrence accompanied the remains :
usher at Waldo Theatre.
end with Miss Madeline Rines. and chester, Mass., are here for the here showing by their presence the
Mrs Fannie Burns has returned Gordon Scott with his grandparents summer.
place she had filled in their hearts..
from Boston and is at her home on \ Mr and Mrs Pred Scott at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Byron of Though an invalid for years the deBenner Hill.
I village.
South Portland arrived last Sat ceased won the friendship and love
Mrs. Minnie Cushman and Mrs.
Miss Irma Pietila and Miss Martan urday for the summer.
of all through her cheerful dispo
Frank Coombs of Damariscotta have Flanders were in Rockland recently
Mrs. John Marr and children sition and sunny smile making it a
been guests this week of Mrs. A. on a visit.
Edith and Jane of West Roxbury. pleasure to visit with her..
E Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs. O. Bowden and Wil Mass., are passing the summer at
The flowers were beyond de
Mrs. Gracia Libby and Miss Dora bur Stratton attended funeral ser the Brown homestead.
scription, both in quantity and
Gay of Boston have joined Miss vices Sunday for Irason Davis in
beauty, the casket and front of
Clara Gay at the Gay cottage at North Waldoboro.
MT. PLEASANT VALLEY church being completed covered., j
Martin's Point for the summer
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Orff and
Sympathy is felt for the devoted j
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B Maxey Maynard Butler were recent guests
Recent visitors at the home of sister Miss Enah Orff who had so J
have been in Rockland called by of the latter's mother, Mrs Dora Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Davis were | ]ov[ng]y and tenderly cared for her
the death of Mr. Maxey's mother. Whitney.
Mrs. Anthony Ford and daughter through the years of her invalidism.
Mrs Egbert E Maxey of Olen Cove.
Mrs. Mabel Bowden was recent Mrs. Abbott and Mrs Daisy Hoskins and also the host of sorrowing
Earl Spear will attend summer guest of Miss Jessie Miller at the of Westfield. Mass. Also Mr. and
BAKES . BROILS
friends.
school which opens July 5 at the village.
Mrs. Albert Tribou. Mrs. Kathryn
Among those from out of town
University of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dickerson i Libby and children and Mrs. Donattended the funeral included
FRIES. ROASTS
Mrs. Erwin Weiblen of Cooper's I son, Earl and Miss Millard Mank aid Ward and son of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Perkins Mrs..
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. May and Joseph Meyer. Miss Annie Hendry,
children of Rochester. N. Y.„ are at Miss Lillian Badger. Miss Annie
Highest tfaalitg
Here's a smart, portable electric roaster (in reality a
their summer home here. Mr. May Robbins. Mrs. Harold F. Milliken,
Standard Merrhandis*
teaches history at Rochester Uni Miss Mabelle Borneman of Law
miniature electric range) that does all cooking operations.
versity
rence; Mr. and iMrs. Chester Over
Has large capacity, it's fast, economical, compact and
William Davis Jr., visited his lock, Mrs. Grace Strout of Thomas
Exceptional Values—Attractive Prices
cousin
Grover
Young
at
Owl's
Head
j
ton. iMrs. (May Perry and son Alton.
10—1937 FORD HYDRAULIC DUMPS, STAKE BODIES AND
portable. Cooks a complete meal for 8 or 10 with oven
the past week.
CHASSIS
Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson and Mrs..
.Host Outstanding
10—1936 FORD HYDRAULIC DUMPS, STAKE BODIES AND
Mrs. Daisy Haskins and Master pa~ie_waltz of Rockland
speed.
CHASSIS
Sumner (Archer spent the weekend
Offer in our historg
8—1935 FORD AND CHEVROLET DUMPS AND CHASSIS
with Mrs. Joanna Dodge.
15—1930 to '34 FORD, CHEVROLET AND DODGE CHASSIS
Whether you are at home, cottage or camp you will
DEER ISLE
A. J. Clark lis employed as a nail
AND HYDRAULIC DUMPS
er at the Payson crate factory in
6—USED HYDRAULIC DUMP BODIES
find that it will fill the bill in every way. You need no
8—1935 TO '37 FORD PICKUPS
South (Hope.
The Meunier family arrived Sat
2—1933 TO '36 FORD, CHEVROLET AND DODGE PANELS
other cooking equipment for it does everything a range
Delirery Subject to
urday. Arthur Dame drove the car
2—1934 FORD SEDAN DELIVERIES
from
Massachusetts
and
will
re

2—1937 FORD TUDOR AND FORDORS
NORTH WARREN
will do. Automatic temperature control maintains proper
Prior Sale. Hag early
turn after spending a week here
2—1936 FORD, PLYMOUTH FORDORS
Austin Gammon has rented the Howard Meunier will arrive the
1—1935 FORD FORDOR
heat without any watching on your part.
and be sure of yours.
Roy Kalloch property.
1—1933 CHEVROLET COUPE
first
of
next
week
Mr. and Mrs. Kenninen attend
Ruby Sylvester spent a few days
MANY MORE NOT LISTED
ed the Finnish celebration last Sat
at
her home in Sunset recently.
urday in Rockland.
White Oak Grange conferred the 81le returned last Saturday to
third and fourth degrees recently Spruce Head Island.
Plu|{s into any
No Special
Miss “Peggy” Williams, after
on two candidates. Harvest feast
Convenience Outlet!
SALES
Wiring Necessary!
SERVICE
was (served to fifty members, spending ten days here, sailed la3t
after which silver star certificates Saturday for Europe.
were presented to Hattie Rines.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Knowlton
PHONE 61
WALDOBORO, ME.
Bessie Beane and Harold Flanders. arrived this week and are living
78-BO
,A short program rounded out the

NOT TYPICAL OF PLAINS

Still lininfi on! Our llit/ Itouxlrr Sale—Get

*37.85 Value

for Homes
Apartments
Cottages
Trailers
Camps

Cooks Ecerytking!

USED CARS AND TRUCKS

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY

CENTR

POWE

evening

with the S. 8 Kpowltons,

AINE

MPANY

Youth Noir!

NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

Every-Other-Day
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WEST ROCKPORT
Raymond Fogler and sons Henry
and John of Chicago, who summer
at Peak's Island are visiting Mrs.
M A Fogler and Miss May Fogler.
Mrs. Robert Heald entertained
the Tuesday Club this week.
Returning from Harborside Sun
day Mr and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike
were accompanied by Miss Emily
Counce who will be ,at the home of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
Counce for a week. Miss Dorothy
Counce of Rockland is also a guest
at the Counce home.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins motor
to Portland this week hoping on
their return trip to have with them
their Jon Fred, who has been at
the Portland Eye and Ear Infirm
ary for treatment. Their daughter
Miss Blanche Collins will accom
pany them.
Mr. and Mrs . Leman Oxton at
tended the Legion convention in
Waterville being guests o’ Mr and
Mrs‘Ralph Thurston. Monday tiir.y
visited Mr. and Mrs. Thurston at
their Northport cottage.
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Packi’d
of Needham. Mass., were tecent
callers at Heald s Spa.
Services Sunday at the church in
clude morning worship at 9.30 with
sermon by the pastor. Rev. J. W
Hyssong followed by communion;
Church School at 10.30 and in the
evening the monthly preaching
service at which time the Rockport
Baptists'unite with the local church.
Evening service will be at 7 30.

A Happy Field Day

ROCKPORT

m
r j £r
c a a •* k
INo End or run ror 4-AltCn-

criehaven over the weekend and

Ralph wilson Ls at home from

era On the Union Fair | holiday.

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column
! - FOR SALE

Advertisements In this column not
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, ditional lines five cents each for one
18-FT. Knockabout for sale or rent.
in and for the County of Knox, on the time 10 cents for three times. Six
Is in perfect condition. W. L. TOMP
21st day of June in the year of our small words to a line.
KINS. Friendship.
79*81
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-eight and by adjournment from
Nfcw 17 ’a ft. sail boat for sale,
day to day from the 21st daiy of said
knockabout design A W. HATHORNE.
June. The following matters having
St. G6orgc or Tel Rockland 286-M 78*80
been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter indicated it is hereby
POLICE and collie crossed pups for
ORDERED:
sale: ready after July 10; priced right.
That notice thereof be given to all
A KAJANDER. East Warren. Tel. Rock
RHINESTONE pin lost June 27 Ini land 263-14
persons interested, by causing a copy
78*80
79-lt
of this order to be published three tials E. B S. Finder CALL 540
CHESTER
white
pigs
for
sale
at
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
A black suitcase of clothing lost
WARREN F.
ze :te a newspaper published at Rock Saturday between 3 and 5 p. m. on Angler’s Farm. Union.
78-80
land in said ~County, that they may Route No. 1 between Damariscotta and STEVENS
appear at a Probate Court to be held i Thomaston.
Please notify POLICE
MAHOGANY outboard runabout 16
at said Rockland on the 19th day of rarracKS at Thomaston
78-80
July A D 1938 at nine o'clock in the 1----------------------------------------------------------- foot for sale Will seat five—16 h.p.
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they ; NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss Johnson— all in fine condition, speed
see cause
of deposit book numbered 37827, and up to 30 miles—demonstration can be
MAUDE E GRANT, late of Vlnal.! the owner of said book asks for dupll- had—must be sold at once. Here is a
cate in accordance with the provision chance for someone to steal a boat.
haven, deceased. Will and Petition for
Tel Camden 2209 or write KNOX MA
Probat- thereof, asking that the same I inosT B^NK 'bv Edw^dL^Helller' RINE EXCHANGE. Camden. Me 78-80
LeSer* TeXnentary8'1!^ to^Bl'me Tre“" R-k.and Maine. July 2. 1938 '
DELCO home electric light plant. 32
79-S-85
M Mills of Vlnalhaven. she being the
volt. 750 watt; excellent condition.
Executrix named in said Will, with
TEL Lincolnville 15-2_______
79-81
out bond.
PIGS for sale, four weeks old. CHESLEONARD C. STETSON, late of
[ TER and CHESTER-BERKSHIRE. OleaThomaston, deceased. Will and Peti
I son Hill Farm, Union, Me , Tel 4-5.
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
_________________ _______________ 7B*80
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary issue
I HAY-rack and gear, hay tedder ma
to Helen L. Stetson of Thomaston, she
WE take on sale gift-wares, art-goods, terial to build hay-rack, heavy farm
being the Executrix named in said band-made rugs, antique glass, pottery, wagon. 2-lnch steel axle, small lot of
Will, without bond
etc. EDWIN H CRIE. The Gift Shop. blueberry crates, assortment chains.
GEORGIE A. ROBINSON, late of
79*81 W. Y. PIPER. Camden road. Warren
79*81
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Peti
H
T.
POSITION,
as
allround
cook.
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
HORSE, harness, wagon, sled, for sale
70-tf
the same may be proved and allowed PERRY. 44 Gay St., city
$60. or exchange for cow or live stock.
and that letters Testamentary issue
EXPERIENCED gardener wants full FRANK MORRIS. Tenants Harbor 79*It
to Benjamin W Smalley of Thomaston, time cr assistant position: can go any
GOOD dry. hard fitted wood for sale.
he being the Executor named in said where; references R S BROWN, care
FRANK
Will, without bond.
The Courier-Gazette.
79*81 $8.50 cord; mixed wood. $6
ERICKSON.
Rt. 1. Thomaston. Box 70.
DEXTER C UPHAM, late of Camden,
25 Tons or hay wanted moved from
79*81
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- Bicknell barn. Buttermilk Lane to Carbate thereof, asking that the same roll's barn Rockville. O. W CARROLL,
NEW and used Johnson outboard
may be proved and allowed and that | Rockville
79-81 motors for sale, also boat and yacht
Letters Testamentary Issue to Charles i —- ----- —------------------------------- ----------- -— supplies. A. L. ANDERSON. Camden.
A. Perry of Camden, he being the Exe70-YEAR old company needs man for Tel. 464
64-S-tf
cutor named In said Will without bond. I territory here and In nearby towns to
NINE-foot show case and counter
look after old and new customers; also
IRA T VINAL. late of Thomaston. handle nursery stock and deliveries for sale; radio, victrola and records.
deceased
and ...Petition
77*79
.
____ _Will
_ ......
. ... for Pro-_ , Should be contented with 840 In a week See at 390 Broadway.
bate thereof, asking that the same may
■ xc mr.. .,r thv cvuthtfr
TRAILER
for
sale,
fully
equipped.
be proved and allowed and that Letters
7Q.H
$250 H M BOWES. Union
78*80
Testamentary Issue to Ada F Vlnal of
- - ------------------------------------Thomaston she being the Executrix
DRESSMAKING, refitting, repairing,
COW. trailer and caterpiller tractor
named In said Will, without bond
children's dresses to make at reasonable . for sale. H. D CRIE. Tel. 83. Thom78*80
ESTATE FRED W BESSEY. late of I Prlces- MRS JASPER RAWLEY. 120 1 aston
Union, deceased Petition for Admin-1 Limerock St . city.------------------------ 77*82 , OAR st()Ve and Frank„n gWve for
lstrailon. asking that Josephine E Bes- , USED upright piano wanted, plain i sale also other household furnishings
sey of Union, or tome other suitable case TEL Camden 588
78*80 : 26 CLARENDON ST
78-80
bond”’
appohlted Admx • »lthout, IF you are
Qn a vacatlon and | g^COND-hand mowing machine for

Miss Freida Snow has arrived
from Bar Harbor to spetW the sum
More than 500 club members. mer at her cottage at Bal'ard Park.
Mrs. W. A. Luce and tamily are
leaders, and visitors attended 4-H
As collected by our correspondent, Alton
club Field Day at Union fair expected soon from Brookline.
II. Crone, who is also The Courier-Gazette’s
Mass., to open their summer ho-.ie
grounds Wednesday.
authorized business agent In that town.
on Diamond Hill.
Thirty seven clubs reported nine
Oamdon povoteiaa.
Office phone 501; residence phone 2439.
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson, who
with 100'I present: Happy Home are at Union this summer with their
The annual meeting of the Gar- | terfront; Sailing Races. Friday,
makers, Aina; Lucky Ten. Apple- daughter. Mrs. George Butler, are at
den Club was held Thursday at Model Air meet at C.C.C. Camp
ton; Boothbay Gainers, Boothbay; their home at Highland Square for
Whitehall Inn. A detailed account. (Gasoline Motors); Carnival on waJolly Hustlers. Burkettville; Alford a few days. Their granddaughter.
lncluding the report of the presi- terfront. Saturday. Second Annual
Lake. Hope; Dyer's Valley Farmers. Miss Mildred Butler, is staying with
dent, Mrs P. G. Willey, will appear Firemen's Field Day. grand street
North Newcastle; Dyer's Valley 4-H them.
in a subsequent issue.
parade 10 a. m.; prizes awarded for
(girls). North Newcastle; Weskeag
Mrs. Wilbert Gray is confined to
Miss Honey Dougherty leaves to- i best float, fire apparatus coming
Farmers. South Thomaston; and her home with her foot in a cast
day for Camp Ohulvo, Oxford, longest distance, for best decorated
Medontak Maine-iax, North Waldo as a result of strained ligaments,
Maine where she will be the guest bicycle open to boys and girls. All
boro. These clubs were awarded caused by a fall Wednesday.
of Miss Frances North till Tuesday, field day events in afternoon on
for their perfect attendance by hav
Kenneth Daucett leaves today for
when she will go to Shelburne. N waterfront.
Carnival afternoon
ing their pictures taken.
Portland for ten days' training be
H . to be the guest of Miss Connie and evening.
Following the parade, were the fore entering a C.C.C. Camp.
Philbrook at Philbrook Farm.
swimming races for boys and girls
Clayton Smith, principal of the
The first HAJ race will be Thurs
Hclt-Jamieson
and the match contest for men and ' Grammar School, who is spending
day.
women leaders. After the lunch ■
A pretty wedding took place at
the vacation at Millbridge, was in
Will Bowden of Bucksport, for
hour, there were dashes for boys |
the Congregational Church Thurs
town Wednesday for the day.
merly of this place, was guest Fri day afternoon when Miss Virginia
and girls, three-legged races, bag !
day of friends in town.
races, relay races and horseshoe 1 Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and
Jamieson, daughter of Mr. and
Milford Payson recently sustained
daughter Katherine returned to
games.
Mrs. Robert Jamieson became the
a foot injury while bathing. He is bride of Kenneth H Holt, son of
The Jolly Toilers of Georges River Manchester, N H Thursday after
recuperating at Megunticook Lake.
road
was awarded a large green and 1 -'Pend.ng a week at their camp on
Dr. and Mrs. Harry H. Holt of
Mrs. T. J. Watson and family are
white
felt 4-H Field Day banner Amesbury Hill.
Brookline. Moss. Rev. Winfield
ROCKVILLE
at their cottage Melvin Heights.
Mr. and Mrs. Jahn J. Logan of
for being the highest scoring club
Witham officiated, using the double
Henry S. Beverage of Yarmouth
New
York city have arrived at
in
all
events
and
races.
This
ban

Mrs
Gertrude
Skene
of
East
ring service.
and Portland, was guest of friends
The bride, who was given in mar Winthrop spent Wednesday with ner was made by the Pownalboro "Overlook" for the summer.
in town Thursday and Friday.
Good Will boys of West Aina, high
The meeting of the Trytohelp
riage by her father, wore a gown of Mrs E. H. Perry.
Miss Gladys Forbes of Bar HarMr and Mrs. Leonard Packard of est scoring club last year.
Club, postponed from Monday, was
, white satin with train, and a tulle
bor is visiting Mrs. Ethel Burkett
{astened to e0r0net of orange Needham have been c^'ing on
Watermelons went to the Weskeag I held Wednesday at Orcutt's Beach.
for a few days.
Farmers of South Thomaston and A steak and onion fry preceded the
blossoms and accessories to match. friends here this week
Six beautiful salmon were on dis-!
She also wore a string of pearls, a
Rev. and Mrs. Philip U. Tolman the Dyer's Valley Farmers of North business session. Next week's meetplay Friday in the J. C. Curtis gift from the bridegroom, and car went Monday by car to Poughkeep Newcastle, the two clubs which tied .ng will be omitted due to the
„„ .
« v -v I can't take molher or 8Untle w*th you. I sale. 6 ft.; also new ones and horse
R5LPH A. GUbHtE late of New V.rk )et them enjoy Rest Raven while you rakes: 12 good used autos TOWLES
Sporting Goods Co. window. They
ried a white prayer book with a sie N. Y., where Mrs Tolman will for second score in all events. The holiday.
wuiY '
“s’? Exemplified copy of , are away. lel 1293 EVA AMES. Lime- I GARAGE. Appleton.
78*80
were caught at Lilly Bay. Moose- ,
of
Qf {he
1 Will and Probate thereof, together with rock St*
79*81 ------- •
_____________________ —Pownalboro Good Will boys won the
remain for a few weeks
MlSS Josephine white, secretary a Petition for Probate of Foreign Will. —... —“——— I 1930 MODEL A Ford truck for sale.
head lake by ‘Ted" Bagley and C.
WATCHMAKER Repairing watches. dua| wheels, good condition. 850 CHESThe maid of honor was Miss
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett had peck of peanuts for scoring third , tQ j^f Hofmann, is at the home of asking that the copy ol said will may clocks.
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE:
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Johnson.
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to
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certain
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Estate,
situated
in
Mrs. E. B. Hall has been confined
children Uis. Ruth. Jean and War- Unlon and fuUy descrlbed ln sald
DISTRICT OF MAINE
| near hotel and salt water: 5 acres
at 11 a. m. Sermon by the pastor, honor and bridesmaids were com to bed with tonsilitis
Thomaston; 2d. Ina Anderson, ren Oliver Of Waltham, Mass., who Petition, presented by Mabel J. Hager
SOUTHERN DIVISION
| wooded land; orchard; rent reasonable.
IN THE MATTER OF
subject, “America Grown Up." pacts; to the flower girl, a pretty
TEL. Rockland 853-13 .
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Thomaston; 3d, Alma Annis. Simon will remain for the summer. Their j of
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man was a
key chain
North Newcastle; 2d. Edgar Simon aeeomnanv them here will remain '■ Exemplified copy of Will and Probate
ORDER OF NOTICE
accompany tnem here, will remain , thereof together with a Petition for
It appearing from the Petition of
Thursday at 7.30. All services are
other attendants received neckton, Simonton; 3d. Rupert Fish, ever the holiday.
J Probate of Foreign Will, asking that
Bible School Opens
Edward C. Payson. Receiver of The
an hour in length. Summer visitors tie sets. The bride's gift to the
the copy of said will may be allowed. Rockland National Bank. Rockland.
Appleton. Senior Boys—1st. Elwood
The New England Bible and Music
• • • •
1 filed and recorded In the Probate Court Maine verified the twenty-eighth day
will find a welcome.
•••
Humason. West Aina: 2d. Ralph
groom was a gold wrist watch, and
I i I Knox County and that Letters Testa- of June. A D 1938. that a Petition was
Af The Methodist Church
i mentary be Issued to Charles J Biddle I filed on the thirtieth day of June. A
“God” is the subbject of the Les the groom's to the bride a beautiful , School opens Monday for a six Hilton. North New castle; 3d. How
SPECIAL: Farm 125 acres land; also
and Gerald Ronon. both of said Phlla- D 1938, praying that the said Edward blueberry field; good location; hard
weeks; term. Each day's program
son-Sermon that will be read in all string of pearls.
ard Leonard. Union.
The sacrament of the Lord's Sup- deiphia without bond.
C. Payson as Receiver be authorized wood and lumber.good buildings, cuts
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of
speaking,
music
and
Churches of Christ, Scientist, Sun
ESTATE NANCY E SHIBLES. late of to convey certain real estate owned by 25 tons hay. good pasture, spring well.
Three-Legged Race: Junior Girls per will be observed at 11. Thp
Following the ceremony a recep
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Per said trust under Asset No- 520 for a 6 cows, young horse, fully equipped with
a
basket
dinner.
C.
W.
Hilemon,
day. The Golden Text is “We Will tion was held at the home of the j
—1st. Dorothy Baum, Elizabeth pastor's message and the special petual Care of Burial Lot. presented by consideration of not less than Eighteen wagons, sleds, mowing machine, rake,
Dollars (11.800 00) cash, rep plow and >11 farming tools, at a very
rejoice in thy salvation and in the bride s parents. The young couple superintendent of the Northwest Marston. South Thomaston; 2d. music will be in line with the sac Watscn T Barter of St. George. Admr Hundred
Bible
Music
Academy
of
Lemmon.
ESTATE EDWARD E. BARTON, late resenting the present reasonable value low price. 82.200 Must be sold at once
name of our God we will set up our will make their home in Brookline.
of
the
property,
ln accordance with V F STUDLEY, 283 Main St . Tel. 1154
Erma Annis and Rachel Annis. rament. At the Sunday school hour of Vlnalhaven. deceased. Petition for
S. D, will be the principal teacher
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License to Sell certain Real Estate letter of the Comptroller of the Cur or 330
banners.” (Psalms 20:5.)
Mass., after a wedding trip through
Simonton; 3d. Hazel Young and further arrangements will be made situated
In Rockport, ai.d fully de rency dated May 31. 1938: praying that
in the Bible school. Mr. Hilemon
COMMUNITY Sweet Shop for sale all
• • » •
Canada.
Agnes Day. Union. Senior Girls— and committees appointed for the scribed ln said Petition, presented by |sald Receiver be authorized to convey equipped, ready for business. On Route
is a graduate of Mars Hill College
Leslie B Dyer of Vlnalhaven. Admr.
certain real estate owned by said trust 17
Death of proprietor forces sale.
Ready for Festivities
The bride is a graduate of Oak
1st, Ina Anderson and Helen John Sunday school picnic. At the eve
under Assets Nos. 486 and 487 for a
MRS MATIE POWELL. South
witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire. consideration of not less than Seven Apply
and has also studied in Furnham
„
son. Thomaston; 2d. Pauline Young ning service the pastor will speak Judge of Probate Court for Knox Hundred Dollars 18700 00; cash, repre- fLX
Old Home Week will open Mon Grove Seminary. Vassalboro, later
<
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University. Ashville Normal and
Rockland. Maine.
senttng the present reasonable value
FOUR-room house lor sale with four
and Annette Haskell, Warren; 3d. on “The Face In the Crowd." The County.
day with a mammoth display of attending Beaver College. Jenkin
Attest
:
, Western Carolina Teachers' College
of the property, ln accordance with acres land
Rent plan 8550. V F.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
fireworks. This event is sponsored town, Pa. The bridegroom, a gradu
Mellie Boudway and Hattie Stover. pastor is taking the rest of July as
letter of the Comptroller of the Cur STUDLEY. 283 Main St
72-tf
and has a diploma from the Moody
Register. rency dated June 1. 1938; praying that
Boothbay. Junior Boys—1st. Don vacation.
by the Fire Department and Arey- ate of Worcester (Mass.) Academy,
79-S-85 said Receiver be authorized to convey
FOR SALE
Bible Institute. He has had sev
and is attending the Massachusetts
ald Pushaw and Edgar Simonton,
the remaining portion ol certain real
Heal Past A. L.
BLUEBERRY land, 75 acres, near city.
Members and friends of the
eral years of experience as superin
estate owned by said trust under Asset
BLUEBERRY farm, 95 acres, plenty
Simonton; 2d. Elmer Achorn and Johnson Society gathered Wednes
This display will take place at 9 College of Optometry in Boston.
Notices
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Appointment
No. 428 lor a consideration of not less hard wood, fair buildings, 81.800. 3
tendent of schools.
than
Five
Hundred
Dollars
18500
00)
miles
from city.
o'clock Monday night, and will be
Among the out of town guests
Clinton Sidelinger: North Waldo day at the Rockport cottage at
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
The courses will consist of mis
cash, representing the present reason
TWO of the best farms on No. 1
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro able value of the property. In accor Highway, near city, one has Improve
fired from the western shore of Cur present at the reception were Mr.
boro; 3d. Dana Herrick and Elroy Bayside, Northport, for their annual
sions, personal soul winning. Chris
bate for the County of Knox, in the
with letter of the Comptroller ments. both have plenty of land, wood
and Mrs. Herbert Dodge, Miss Edna
Beverage. Hope. Senior Boys—1st, picnic. The cottage, formerly the State of Maine, hereby certify that in dance
tis Island facing the village
of the Currency dated June 15. 1938: and lumber.
tian evidence. Old Testament, doc
The program is: Monday. Base Dodge. Roslindale, Mass.; Mrs.
Ralph Hilton and Guy Seigars. property of the Methodist Church the following estates the persons were and .praying
. _ that said Receiver be j ONE house and garage, about 75
appointed Administrators. Executors,
trines, church history and prophe
to convey the remaining acres land, several hundred coid pulp
ball game, trotting park. 10 a. m.; George Iglehart. Miss Mary L. IgleNorth Newcastle; 2d, Kenneth Krah here, is now owned by Capt. and Guardians and Conservators and on authorized
portion of certain real estate owned wood, and 5 miles from city, 81.500.
cy. In the music department the
by said trust under Assets Nos 1047 1 NINE-room house, bath, cellar, garmarathon race, trotting park to I hart. Boonton. iN. J.; Miss Valerie
and Elwood Humason. West Aina; Mrs. Ernest Torrey of this place, the dates hereinafter named:
ory. piano, chorus directing, horn
CLIVLR F. CUSHING, late of Thom and 1048 for a consideration of not age; good location, $1,200.
Rockport and back to trotting park; Monnier, Miss Ardis Morgan. Mrs.
3d. Warren and Robert Ulmer, who had invited the Ladies' So aston. deceased. Ethel G. Cushing of less than Twenty-seven Hundred Dol- i MANY city and village homes farms
and guitar will be offered. There
Thomaston
was appointed Exx., May lars 182.700 001 cash, representing the , almost anywhere you want. A few cotspecial sailing race; 9 p m. fire Leon Monnier. Miss Ella Fraser,
South Thomaston.
cieties to make Northport and the 120. 1938, and qualified by filing bond present reasonable value of the prop- i tages at low prices.
will also be typing and shorthand
erty. ln accordance with letter of the
works from Curtis Island; carnival Mrs. William Wilson, Brookline,
Relay: Junior Girls—1st, Ambi Rockport cottage the place for their June 7. 1938’
V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St., Tel.
if desired.
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BERNARD A. PITMAN, late of Apple- Comptroller of the Currency dated 1154 or 77 Park St.. Tel. 330.
on waterfront. Tuesday, greased Mass.; Dr. and Mrs. Richard Dex
tious Maids. Union; 2d. Gold Star annual picnic. Several enjoyed an ton.
June
24,
1938.
deceased. J Asbury Pitman of
NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner.
pig contest on village green, 5 p. ter, Keene, N. H.; Mrs. Isabelle Holt.
Workers, South Thomaston; 3d. auto ride to Swan Lake and Sears Appleton wa> appointed Admr . May 17.
1938. and qualified by filing bond June It Is hereby
UNION
m.; model air meet, village green Mrs Dwight Woodford, Miss Doro
Boothbay Gainers, Boothbay. Senior port. The cool of the evening drove 15.
ORDERED:
1938
That all creditors and other persons
CARL W MOFFITT, late of Rockland,
(rubber band planes); Boys bicycle thy Woodford, Miss Gladys Wood
Girls—1st. Jolly Toilers, Georges them indoors by the fire and
Interested
attend the Hearing on said
deceased. Knox County Trust Company,
Rev. J. W Ames filled the pulpit River road. Thomaston; 2d. Boothbefore the United States Dismarathon, trotting park to Rock ford. Edwin Woodford. Winchester,
around the organ where the spirited of Rockland, was appointed Exr.. June Petition
trlct
Judge
In the United States Court “
21. 1938. and qualified by filing bond on
port and back to trotting park; Mass.; Mrs. Irv.lle Cheney, Mrs. ,Sunday morn‘n8 at the Church of bay Gainers. Boothbay. Junior Boys singing of hymns was enjoyed.
House. In the City of Portland. County
same date.
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
,,1 Cumberland and State of Maine, on
carnival on waterfront. ,Wednes- William G. Stover. Monmouth; Mrs. i,hs Nazarene, preaching on “The —1st. Hatchet Mountain. Hope; 2d.
JOHN D CHAPMAN, late of Rock the fifth day of July. A. D 1938. at and delivered. Tel 791. CRIE HARD
WARE
Co^Rockl anti.
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Miss
I
Whole
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of
Man
Mr.
and
land.
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Mary
Chapman
of
day. Soap Box Derby, 4 p. m.; sloop
Jeffersonian Farmers. Jefferson; 3d.
eleven o'clock. A M . Standard Time,
VINAL HAVEN
Rockland was appointed Exx., June 21. and then and there show cause. If
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
E Mank
',The Way of Weskeag Farmers. South Thomas
race-handicap race; carnival on Zilpha Nealey. Bangor; Mrs. Regl- I
1938 without bond
any they have, why the prayer of said land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mail orders
QUINCY R MAKER, late of Vlnal^ross Leads Home, and a trio ton. Senior Boys—1st, Pownalboro
solicited. H C RHODES. Tel. 519-J
waterfront. Thursday, free for all nald Greenlaw, Stonington; Miss
should not be granted.
Mrs. Ethel Calderwood was agree- haven, deceased. Sarah A. Maker of Petitioner
And it Is further
66-t
soap box derby—no age limit—no Harriet Dunn. Miss Eloise Dunn, !selection wa£ Siven »y Iva Howard. Good Will, West Aina; 2d. Weskeag ably surprised Thursday night by i Vlnalhaven wax appointed Exx.. June
ORDERED:
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21.
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without
hind.
Beatrice
Ashcroft
and
Joyce
McThat
this
Order
be
published
In
the
rules; Girls Bicycle Marathon William T. Smith. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Farmers. South Thomaston; 3d. the gift of a beautiful electric lamp
sarah lelia vail, late of Rock- Portland Press Herald once on July 2 j St. Is your radiator heating or leaking?
We specialize on auto radiators only;
Trotting Park to Rockport and back Lawrence Dunn, Thomaston; Lor Edward. Birthday candles were Union Seven Tree. Union.
from the Iiicinuers
members OI
of me
thp joiiy
Jollv I Rockland
land' dccea4e:
Fr. d
of 1838 and In the Rockland Courier-Ga nrw and used radiators; all work
wgsl ap„
ltPdEllis
Exr Achorn
JuIle 21i
zette. Rockland. Maine, once on July guaranteed; open evenings.
to Trotting Park; Carnival on Wa- ing Miller. Gorham; Walter Cher- lighted in Sunday school for Ver
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Horseshoe; Junior Girls—1st. Er Juniors Club. A bonquet of lilies 1 1938 without bond
2. 1938. and that there be one day at
THE “Naiad.” 40-ft. cabin cruiser
nowsky, Augusta; Dr. and Mrs. non Ripley on his 10th birthday. ma Annis and Kachel Annis. Sim and helitrope and a card on which
V^^ry'8^ least elapse between the last publica
tion ol this Order and the date of said for hire, for fishing parties, picnics,
Carmen Petlaniece. Portland; O. Rev. Mr. Ames preached an evan onton; 2d, Edith Howard and Hazel was written "May you enjoy this wick of Boston. M. s.. wa. appointed Hearing.
baseball trips, etc. AXEL GRONROS.
Exr.. June 21. 1938. and qualified by
Tel. 1007-W. 23 Sea St. Place, Rockland
gelistic
message
to
the
school
at
the
Dated. June 30, 1938.
Lawry, Jr., Miss Dorothy Lawry,
Day, Union
Senior Girls—1st, lamp as much as we have your tiling bond or. ..ainc date Alan L
78BY ORDER OF COURT
WILLIAM B MILLS
Rockland; Malcolm Harris, Skow close of the session and a stirring Arlene Nelson and Helen Johnson, kindness to the Jolly Juniors,” add Bird of Rockland was appointed Agent
RELIABLE Spiritual letter-reading.
ln Maine
Clerk of The United States
'GLASSES
message
in
the
evening
entitled,
Questions answered. Constructive ad
hegan; Dr. and Mrs. D. E. Plaisted,
Thomaston; 2d. Dorothy Beverage ed greatly to its worth.
JOHN HEILALA, late of Hope, de
District Court. District of Maine. vice Send 28c. GEORGE JONES. DixAlan L. Bird of Rockland was (L S.)
Lewiston; Miss Susie Jones, All- "What Must I Do To Be Saved.” An and Barbara Barrett. Hope. Junior
mont. Me.
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Mr. and Mrs. William A. Kessei ceased
appointed Admr.. June 21. 1938, and
By Marlon Richards.
ston, Mass.; Mrs. Gertrude Luther, altar service followed. The Sunday Boys—1st. Edgar Simonton and and daughter (Lillian and Mr and qualified by filing bond June 23. 1938
IF you like to draw, sketch or paint
Chief Deputy Clerk
FRED M. BLANCHARD, late of War
79-lt wrlto for Talent Test (no fee). Give
and Mrs. Mary Putnam, Roxbury. school lesson for July 3 will be Donald Pushaw. Simonton; 2d, Mrs. Edward Paffendorf of New ren. deceased Frank II Ingraham, of
age and occupation. "F” care Courlerfound in Joshua 1:2-6 and 24:14-2’. Robert Reed and Roland Brag. burgh. N. Y.. are guests at the home Rockland. Public Admr. for the County
Oazette__________
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Mass.
of Knox, was appointed Public Admr..
PRIVATE or group swimming lessons
Orff's Corner. Senior Boys—1st. of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lawson.
June 27. 1938, and qualified by filing
reasqpably priced, by Senior Red Cross
WE BUY
bond on same date.
BUILDING MOVING
From all southern and central
man
Address ARTHUR L. JONES.
Thomas and Calvin Bragg. Orff's
EDITH E. GRAY, late of Rockland,
Hobbs Pond. Hope or Tel. Camden 2250.
“None too large; None too small” Maine counties come advance indi
Corner; 2d. Warren Howard and Union; 3d. Mrs. Anna Curtis and deceased Charles T Smalley ol Rock
__________________________________ 77*79
If you think there is—try,
land was appointed Exr . June 21. 1938.
AND SILVER
cations that the cattle show and.1!
Howard Leonard, Union.
Mrs. Beryl Dorr. Men—1st. War and qualified by filing bond on June
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
Clarence E. Daniels
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
OLD BEN PAUL
1938
dairy field day at Highmoor Farm !
Match Contest for Leaders; ren Ulmer. South Thomaston; 2d, 28.Attest:
oyster
lnvlgorators and other stimul
TFWFT
FT?
ROCKPORT, TEL. CAMDEN K(iU August 6. will be bigger and better!
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price
Women—1st, Mrs. Dewey Brown. Clifton Walker. West Aina; 3d, Clif
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
77-82 than that of last year.
370
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
$1
Call,
write C. H. MOORE & CO.,
Register
Vinal Haven; 2d, Miss Annie Rhodes, ton Meservey, Warren,
Rock|aud.
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He Urges Care

OCl ETY

Gov. Barrows Issued a Pro
clamation In Regard To
July Fourth

An urgent appeal to all citizens of
Maine, and to visitors as well, for
extra vigilance and care during the
Independence Day weekend ob
servance. has been Issued by Gov.
Lewis O. Barrows. July, with a
Miss Joan Hall of Union has been national accident toll eclipsing any
the guest of Miss Betty O'Brien other month in the year, may be
made safer if response is given to
for a few days.
the effort being made by various
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Holmes and State and National organizations,
and individuals. Gov. Barrows says:
daughter Betty and Mrs. Holme's
mother Mrs. Ida Maxey, went to
' Each year the observance of
| Stonington Saturday where Mrs.
SUMMER VISITORS
July Fourth has added greatly
Maxey will remain for a two weeks
to the toll, according to the Na
visit with her sister Mrs. John
Occasionally one hears the re
tional
Safety Council. This year
mark: ‘‘I did not see anything In Simpson.
Independence Day comes on
The Courier-Gazette about my
Mrs. A. J. Spalding, entertained Monday, thus allowing for a full
guests. The impossibility of ob
taining the names of all sum
at luncheon bridge, Wednesday at weekend of vacationing and the
mer visitors who come to Rock
her Holiday Beach cottage, Mrs. possibility of greater tragedy. I
land in July and August is mani
Charles Smith, Mrs. Enoch Clark, am confident that through the
fest. The paper desires to note
use of renewed and increased
such arrivals (the guests them Mrs. Esther Cobb and Mrs. Oliver care in walking and driving, by
selves look for it), and to this ‘Hahn of Thomaston. High score caution in swimming, and the
end asks its readers to send in I went to Mrs. Clark and consolation
exercise of a high degree of care
such items, either directly to the to Mrs. Cobb.
in the handling of fireworks, that
office, or to the society reporter.
great strides can be made toward
Mrs. Leola Noyes, whose tele
Mrs. Dora Bishop of California, the saving of human lives."
phone number is 873-R. Social
“In view of the vigorous cam
who has been the guest of Dr and
events as well as arrivals and de
paign that is being conducted
Mrs. J. A. Richan, has gone to Saco,
partures are earnestly desired.
throughout the Nation by organ
to visit friends.
izations formed for the protec
Capt. Charles Dennis. o»e of Pe
tion of life and limb, and in the
Mr and Mrs. Henry C. Chatto and hope of substantially reducing
nobscot Bay's early seafarers, Is
daughter Miss Frances Chatto, are
the annual toll of July accidents
visiting his daughter in Belfast, and
spending the summer at their Cres
which last year numbered 10,took advantage of Old Home Week
200, I call upon the citizens of
cent Beach cottage.
to make calls on his Rockland
the State of Maine, as well as
friends yesterday.
Mrs. Flora Fernald was hostess those who are visiting with us,
to Chummy Club this week, honors to join enthusiastically and
Jeannette Friese and Thomas C.
heartily ln this effort toward
being awarded to Mrs. E. W Free
summer safety.
Franklin of Plainfield, N. J., arrive
man, Mrs. Herbert Mullen and Mrs.
in Rockland today to spend two
Frank Fields.
weeks with Jeannette's grandmother
Mrs. C. F. Simmons. 21 Talbot
Mrs. Charles Erskine, of Lowell,
avenue.
who has been the guest of her
Miss Winola Richan, left yester
day for a trip to Newark, N. J.
She will later go to Elizabeth, to
be the guest of Mrs. James Howell.

At The Samoset

Mr. and Mrs. Archie M. Robbins
and daughter Dorothy of Portland
are spending the weekend and holi
day as guests of Mr. Robbins'
mother, Mrs. Alice Robbins, Maple
street.

daughter, Mrs. George Blaney. has
returned home. She was accom
panied by her daughter Mrs Thorn
dike Trull.

Mrs. Pearl Jones of Thomaston,
entertained members of X.CS Club
Thursday night at sewing and
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Dickin
luncheon. The next meeting will
son and party of East Hartford,
be held with Mrs. Frederick Cates,
Conn., are occupying "Red Roof
July 14.
cottage, South Hope. "Red Roof"
was formerly owned by Mr. Dickin
Donald Marriner has returned
son's father, the late George F. from Augusta, where he played in
Dickinson, at one time a teacher ln a golf tournament.
Rockland High School.
Mrs. Walter W. Spaulding and
Jackie Passon motored to Wash daughter Alice and son Fred of
ington, D. C. and Mount Vernon, Mattapan, Mass., are occupying the
Va.. last weekend as guest of a ship E. E. Simmons cottage at Holiday
mate of his dad's. In Washington Beach. Another daughter Ruth is
‘he went on a sightseeing tour, expected for the holiday weekend.
visiting many places of interest in
cluding the Masonic Shrine. The
Miss Lucy French of the Massa
visit to George Washington's home chusetts General Hospital, Boston,
in Mt. Vernon was a climax to an is spending a few days with her
(tiucationel at$d interesting trip, parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. F French.
coming back by way of Annapolis,
visiting the Naval Academy, a place
When Mr .and Mrs. Nelson GlidJackie has always longed to see, den returned to their home on Main
returning to Baltimore Sunday street Wednesday night, they found
night.
several friends awaiting them, a
surprise gathering in honor of Mrs |
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Wilson were in Glidden's birthday. The guests
Portland on Thursday
were laden with gifts and served
luncheon. Those in the group were
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Foster and
Miss Alma Nnight, Earle Dow. Miss
daughter Louise of Portland are
Barbara Blaisdell, Leighton White
visiting Mrs. Foster's parents, Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hall.
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Daggett of
Mrs. H. L. Ingerson and her
Glens Falls, N. Y„ are visiting Mr
nephews, Vaughn and Fred Inger
Daggett's mother, Mrs. Lena Mer
son of Roxbury. Mass., are visiting
rill, over the weekend and holiday.
Mrs. Ingerson's daughter, Mrs.
Percy Dinsmore.
A sumptuous picnic dinner fol
lowed by cards were enjoyed by
Mrs. Annie Follett and daughter,
members of E.F.A. Club, Wednes
Miss Helen Follett, of Mt. Vernon,
day, when they were guests of Mrs.
N. Y., go today to their summer
Millie Thomas, at the Davis cot
home in Liberty, accompanied by
tage at Ashmere. Miss Daplme
Mrs. Follett's sister, Mrs. Irene
Winslow and Mrs, Harold Leach
Winslow, and nephew, Marcena
were special guests Top scores at
Winslow.
bridge went to Mrs Fred Collamore,
Mrs. E. W. Freeman, Mrs. H. R. Mrs. Harry Cole, Mrs. Benjamin
Mullen and Mrs. Frank Fields were Philbrook and Mrs. Herbert Thorn
the prizewinners when Chummy dike?
Club met this week with Mrs. Flora
Fernald.

Miss Georgia Harkness, who has
recently returned from California,
Donald E. Merriam arrived home is the house guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Wednesday from Wilbraham, Mass., J. A. Richan.
where he is a member of the Wil
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Hall and
braham Academy faculty.
Mrs. Hall's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. L. T. Rogers of Port Fair- Charles Malmros of Berwin. Ill.,
Held is the guest of her parents, Mr. are spending two weeks at Crescent
Beach Inn.
and Mrs. A. C. McLoon.
Mrs. Evelyn Hix, having Joined
her daughter, Mrs F. M Faber and
granddaughters, the Misses Kath
erine and Elizabeth Fischer, in New
York city, sails this noon on the
Steamship Franconia for an extend
ed trip which will Include Iceland,
the North Cape. Hammerfest, most
northern town in Europe; Sweden,
Finland, Denmark and Russia. In
England, the last country of their
itinerary, they will enjoy a motor
tour through the countryside. The
homeward voyage is scheduled for
mid-August.

Mark Hollinger. Walter Winchell,
Louis Sobol, Austen Lake, George
Holland, Louella Parsons, Ann
Marsters and other star writers
bring you thrilling features and fic
tion each week in the Boston Bun
day Advertiser.
79* it

Cruises arranged, steamship tick
ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
10C0-J, Rocklad
10-S-tJ

Mother and sister of Mrs. Guy
Wilson, Mrs. B H. Kimball and Mrs.
Fred Kilburn, and Mrs. Kilburn's
son Wilson, all of Fort Fairfield are
spending July as guests of Mrs. Wil
son at the parsonage, 41 Beech
street. Mr. Kilburn, who is cashier
of First National Bank in Fort
Fairfield, leaves Monday night for
California to visit his mother and
sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Keene
of Somerville. Mass., are spending
the weekend and holiday with Mr.
and Mrs. Freeman Young, South
Main street.
OUT ON THE SEA
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Good Sailor Ben. a rum old hearty.
Loved to charter a fishing party.

By Pauline Ricker
Rockland Breakwater, July 1.—
Many festivities have been planned
for the holiday weekend,
• • • •
Tomorrow night Miss Frances
Tidridge and Lawrence Stirling of
New York will give exhibition dances
ln the ballroom at 9.30. Miss Tid
ridge and Mr. Stirling are members
of the faculty of Arthur Murray's
Studio of Dancing.
• • • •
Edward W. Wheeler, vice presi
dent and general counsel of the
Maine Central Railroad, and Mrs.
Wheeler of Brunswick, spent the
night here enroute to Canada
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Curtiss
of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. John N
Lewis of Waterbury. Conn., Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. C. Drexel of Bryn
Mawr, and Jason F. Horan of Ar
lington, registered yesterday.
Gilman M Wheeler of Brunswick
was a recent guest of his daughter,
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Keene
of Somerville, Mass, are spending
Old Home Week with Mr and Mrs.
Freeman S Young.

Miss Helen Fuller, after v'sUing
her sister. Mrs. Wyman Foster in
Portland for a weekend, is snending ten days at the home of her
father, Frank W. Fuller, Talbot
avenue.
TILTON-NEWHALL

Miss Edith M. Newhall of Haskell
street, Westbrook became the bride
of Rev. Burton H. Tilton of Stroudwater street, Westbrook, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, at a quiet
ceremony Wednesday night at the
home of her cousin, Henry deRochemont. Pleasant street. Rev. Harvey
H. Bishop of Westbrook used the
double ring ceremony. .
The bride wore navy blue georgette
crepe with lighter blue accessories
and carried roses. She was at
tended by Mrs. deRochemont as
matron of honor. Rev. Mr. Tilton
was attended by Mr. deRochemont..
A reception was held at the de
Rochemont home. Following a wed
ding trip Rev. and Mr. Tilton and
his bride will make their home ln
the parsonage on Stroudwater street
Westbrook.
Rev. Mr. Tilton, a native of New
Hampshire, came to Westbrook as
pastor of tlie First Baptist Church
from Kennebunk 15 years ago. He
has been given a six weeks’ vacation
from his duties as pastor.
Mrs. Tilton is a native of Thom
aston. She has been a resident of
Westbrook many years and has been
active in church work. She was
elected recently as president of the
Farther Lights Circle of the First
Baptist Church, is clerk of the
church and secretary of the Philathea Class.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Rhodes
of Brookline, Mass., are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Rose over
the holiday.

Miss Mary Wotton is at Camp
Newfound, Harrison, for the sum
Of barracuda, sharks and whales
mer.
He'd fill our minds with his wild tales.
Out on the blue, with all sails taut.
He d start his yarns of fish he'd caught.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Hall
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Malros
A pull, a yell, "See what I've caught!" of Berwin, Ill., are at Crescent
Twas nothing but an Iron pot I
Beach Inn.
I
K. S. P.

And then he’d throw his line o'er side;
With anxious eyes we’d time abide.

THE SEASON OF ROSES
A Reminder To See the Polyantha
At the Copper Kettle
This is the glo
rious season of
roses and few gar
dens about the
city of any pre
tense are without
this favorite flower. One especially beautiful variety
of red rose is the Polyantha at The
Copper Kettle.
Mrs. Hervy Allen has cultivated I
this rose to perfection. It blooms
from early June until Thanksgiving
time, and is of the Kersten Paul
sen variety. The producer of this
lovely flower has five daughters and
he has a different variety of the
Polyantha named for each.
The roses, in the local plot, were
planted by Mrs. Ava Lawry, for the
Grand Army iveterans, the perfect
dark green foliage making a pleas
ing background. A wonderful sight,
don’t miss them.

Page Sevefi

THE FEDERATION'S FINAL
(Continued from Page One)

Stratton; Mrs. Beatrice Toothaker
of Ridlonville; Mrs. Frank Batson
of West Jonesport; Mrs. Daniel
Harrington of Ellsworth; Mrs. E. F.
Glover of Rockland; Mrs. John W.
Healey of Augusta; Mrs. Frank A.
Hodgdon of Woolwich; Mrs. Frank
Fleming of Scarboro; Mrs. Warren
Littlefield of Kennebunkport. The
absent one was Mrs. Faith Hinckley
Powley of Hinckley.
A clever
“broadcast" program was given by
the directors, each speaking briefly ;
into a microphone lettered “Sta- I
tion MFWC.”
Gov. Barrows in his address told |
the women that "through continued I
thought and application the women
of the State can be of tremendous
influence in directing the destinies
of Maine.” He suggested that the
use of three one-cent stamps which
bear the likeness of George Wash
ington on letters instead of one
GRAEFE-SONNTAG
three-cent stamp bearing the like
The following wedding report ness of Thomas Jefferson "will indi
from the Sandusky (Ohio) Star cate in a small way the desire to
Journal of June 25, concerns a carry on the traditions on which
Rockland bride and will be read this country was founded. “This
with much interest here:
may seem a trivial thing,” he said,
At a simple but charming cere "yet it is only by being vigilant in
mony solemnized this afternoon at such little things that we can over
3 o’clock Miss Alice Sonntag, come the alarming and disturbing
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. things of today." He commended
Sonntag of Rockland, Maine, be the Federation for its work in aid
came the bride of Henry Graefe. ing the raising of $2t).ooo in tr
ill, son of |Dr. and Mrs. Harry Women's Field Army for Cancer
Graefe, Columbus avenue.
Control, and “for maintaining high
The ceremony was read in the ideals throughout 46 years.'
Assembly singine was conducted
home of the bride's uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Curtis, Colum by Miss Winola Richan with Mrs.
Rollins at the piano. A
bus avenue, before an improvised Howard
veritable triumph was scored by
altar of Calla lilies, ferns and palms, Francis Havener Jr. in his group of
with Cathedral candles on each baritone solos—“Hear Ye, Winds
side of the setting. Rev. Joseph and Waves" by Handel, “Duna." by
McGill, and "Friend o’ Mine” by
Stein of the First Congregational Sanderson, with Metcalf's “Ab
church officiated.
sent" as an encore. Fresh from a
The bride wore a brocaded white year's study with Frank Bibb, not
mousseleine de sole gown, floor ed coach-accompanist, at the Pea
body Conservatory of Music in Bal
length, with short puff sleeves and timore, Mr. Havener displayed a
a short train. Her finger-tip length baritone voice of great beauty
veil was caught to a headband of which combined with a charming
bouvardia. She carried an arm ar and dignified stage presence bids
fair for an auspicious future in the
rangement
of bouvardia
and the musical world His accompan
maiden hair fern tied with tulle ist, Miss Dorothy Sherman, acquit
ted herself with a style and under
and brocaded satin ribbon.
Mrs. Remington Purdy of Detroit, standing.
Few women speakers heard in
Mich., was her sister's matron of this section in recent years have
honor. She wore a peach lace gown made the profound impression that
with a matching picture hat and emanated from the address given by
carried a bouquet of delphinium and Mrs. Ramona Sawyer Barth who
chose “A Liberalizing Home" as her
Token roses, tied with French blue subject. Mrs. Barth, young and
ribbon. Oliver Rinderle, Jr. was charming, maintains a summer
home in Aina, and her description
best man.
A reception was held at the Cur of this home, a lovely old Cape Cod
farm house, gave an intimate touch
tis home immediately following the to her opening phrases, and fur
ceremony and later this afternoon nished the keynote of her talk—
Mr. and Mrs. Graefe will leave for “There is a lesson to be learned
a wedding trip through Canada and from the old homesteads which are
daily being ‘picked up.' The home
Maine. Upon their return they will of yesterday can furnish us with
reside in the city where Mr. Graefe the perspective from which to
is connected with the Citizens' judge the home of tomorrow."
Continuing Mrs. Barth said: “The
Banking Co.
American home of the future, if it
Mrs. Graefe is a graduate of San is to be a vital influence in the ma
dusky High School, attended Lake chine age must be a liberalizing
Erie College for Women at Paines home. It must free its members
ville, O. and graduated from the from diseases, poverty, malnutri
tion. and leave them free for zest
Wheelock School in Boston, Mass. ful physical health. It must free its
For the past three years she has members from the tyrannies and
been a member of the teaching staff oppressions and suppressions of the
fascistic influences of today and
of the Sandusky Public schools.
leave them free for the free living,
Mr. Graefe is a Sandusky High free speaking and free way of life
school graduate, attended the Colo which we proudly call democracy.
rado School of Mines; Case School If there is any one 20th century
of Applied Science in Cleveland and problem, it is the conflict between
fascism and democracy. The great
the Horticultural school at the Uni German cctopus. spreading its war
versity of California. He is a mem like claws stifling and crushing aid
ber of Kappa Sigma Nu fraternity. absorbing the little nations of Cen
tral Europe, the students of inter
national affairs predicting the col
PORT CLYDE
lapse of democracy everywhere,
have the effect of the yellow peril or
Chester Marshall is on a busi the black death. What can the in
dividual do? When the American
ness trip to Burlington. Vt.
Congratulations are extended to'----Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wilson on the
birth Monday of a daughter
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Mrs. Maude Stone has returned
home having been called out of
town by the illness of her mother
Mrs. Frank Flinton.
Mrs. Harlan Hupper has returned
“ .No”*
from the Lucette in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons
went to Lincolnville Monday for
a few weeks' s.tay.
Mr. and Mrs Blanchard and
family of Brewer and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Blanchard and two chil
dren visited at Mrs. Walter Teel's
last weekend.
Mrs Lillian Davis was a Rock
land visitor Monday.
The Willing Workers meet Tues
day with Mrs. Alice Marshall.
Miss Dorothy Blanchard is visit
wita CLAUDE RAINS • FAY
ing (Miss Charlena Teel for a
BAINTER-JACKIE COOPER
week.
Mrs Electa Hopkins celebrated
BONITA GRANVILLE
her 70th birthday, Wednesday with ,
Special Addi d Attraction
a family party at her home. Those
Pictures cf
present were her daughters. Mrs. i
LEGION CONVENTION
Fred C. Burke of Malden, Mass.,
At Waterville
Mrs Chester C. Fowles of Augusta, j
and Mrs. Merton E. Anthony:
NOW FLAYING
granddaughters, Mrs. Arthur F.
Burke, and Miss Jeanette Hopkins
"DEVIL'S PARTY"
of Augusta, Mrs, Vere B. Crockett of
with
Rockport, Misses Jean and Helen j
VICTOR McLAGLEN
Anthony of this town, and a great- >
BEATRICE ROBERTS
granddaughter Nancy K. Burke of
Augusta. Mrs. Veda Brown of'
Rockport and Mrs. AJa Simmons.
Miss Nora Clark, and Mrs. Mary
Ella Wood were also present. A cold
luncheon was served and two beau
tifully decorated cakes made by the
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
granddaughters were presented, also
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
numerous gifts from the family and
friends.

^.Strand

League against War and Fascism
changed its name to the American
League for Peace and Freedom, it
gave us the answer. Any thorough,
far-reaching sure method of attack
ing anti-democratic waves must be
not so much ‘agin’ fascism as for
democracy.
“Eemocracy begins at home. The
schools can give all the courses
passible in history and civics, but
little will be gained unless the
qualities necessary for a healthy
functioning democracy are instilled
in the individual life during the
formative years of his life in home
experience.
Initiative, resource
fulness, group thinking, group loy
alty, free speech, a strong sense of
justice—all of these democratic
qualities must be rooted in the pri
mary unit of society, the home.
“The dictators are very good psy
chologists. The German home, for
example, is fascist-conscious." The
lecturer then showed three typical
earmarks of the tolitarian state
which are basic in the life of the
home—male dominance, the sub
jection of women and the condition
ing of children to know no life but
ttlie war-like one. “Whether we
like it or not,” continued Mrs.
Barth, "the fascist home today is a
powerful one. The only way to
combat it is to make the American
home as 'democracy-conscious' as
tlie German home is fascist-con
scious."
In connection with this state
ment, Mrs. Barth by reference to
current advertisements, popular
literature and current thought
showed the American homes are not
entirely freed from tlie influences
now dominant in the German home,
and then said: “Men who can’t
stand it when their wives earn as
much or more money than they are
victims of the blind convention of
male dominance based on primitive
man's scale of values when strength
and brute force made man superior.
Fathers and mothers who pray that
their child will be a boy have the
same desires as the parents in the
fascist state. In a peaceful demo
cracy where intelligence is our ob
jective rather than brute force there
should be no remnants of tribalism."
Mrs. Barth thinks that there is a
definite trend back to the "kinder,
kirche and kuchen" sphere for
women. Novels have heroines un
able to combine career and mar
riage; college girls graduate with no
sense of responsibility to take ad
vantage of their new rights; our
daughters are conditioned for a
‘home life,’ an adaptive role which
is in a lesser degree very similar to
that in Germany. "Drives to oust
married women from their jobs is
comparable to Goebbles' drive in
Germany." Mrs. Barth pointed out.
"Only until we can rid ourselves of
the last vestige of ‘male dominence,'
only until Harvard University, for
example, breaks some more of its
traditions such as that of exclud
ing women from the yard on Com
mencement Day, which, if we con
sider it scientifically Ls nothing but
a relic of barbarism, only until
women realize that their new rights
demand new responsibilitiss, only
until we boycott stores selling warmaterials, can we rid ourselves of
the present sins of commission
against democracy. The display of
toy-guns, cannons and soldiers in
our ‘fives and tens’ is conditioning
our children for the warlike life."
Mrs Barth described vividly the
contrast between the home of her
grandmother's time and that of to
day. and said: "With tlie freedom
from drudgery has come a loss of
responsibility, initiative, and other
democratic characteristics. It ls
now a very serious problem how to
replace the last functions of the
home, particularly for the women
and children.
The liberalizing
home must find meaningful substi
tutes in keeping with a machine
age."
• • • •
Thursday's Final Session
Outstanding in the final session
Thursday morning, devoted entirely
to completion of business, was the
passing of the resolutions drawn up
by Hon. Gail Laughlin. State sena
tor from Cumberland County, and
a vital figure in the Federation.
Four of the five resolutions pro
posed for action by the Federation

were passed. The fifth, regarding ground of Maine. This exhibit
the limiting of the open season on which embraces dolls in native cos
deer to the month of November tume has grown to considerable
throughout the State was lost when proportions. In the group is a
reported as inexpedient by the com Norwegian doll dressed by Mrs.
mittee on resolutions which had in Anna Nelson of this city and given
addition to Miss Laughlin, the by the Methebesec Club.
chairman. ,Mlrs. lillian (Nash of j
Damariscotta and Mrs. George j SOUTH THOMASTON
Weeks of South Portland .
Resolution proposing to ask the
Sleeper-Ripley
Maine State Liquor Commission ta
Jesse
Willard
Sleeper and Bertha
refuse permits to gasolene filling
stations to sell beer was amended Mae Ripley were united ln marriage
to read that no permits to sell beer at the Baptist Parsonage in Rock
be granted to any agency within BOO land. Thursday by Rev. J.. C. Mac
feet of a filling station. To further
strengthen the amendment the Donald. The bride wore powder
conference voted that if this is not blue silk crepe with navy blue ac
within the power of the commission cessories. Her maid of honor was
that the Federation introduce leg her sister Miss Dorothy Ripley of
islation next winter.
Other resolutions passed included Montpelier, Vt., who wore beige silk
that concerning the favoring of leg crepe with luggage tan accessories.
islation for the control of the traffic The groom's attendant was Gerald
in, and use of, marijuana, and also Grant of Rockland.
the appointment of more women
Others in the wedding party were
in appointive and elective offices
and the appointment of a commit Miss Elizabeth Till a cousin of the
tee which will keep the executive groom Asahel Morse of Somerville,
board of the Federation informed Mass., Walter Ripley of Barre, Vt..
on such vacancies as they come up.
Mrs. Gilbert Foster of Bar Harbor a brother of the bride, and Miss
was named by the conference to Wilhelmina Pease of Colebrook,
keep the Federation informed of the N. H.
progress of the International Aux
Thp bride Is the daugt.'er of Mr.
iliary Language Association after
the committee reported the first and Mrs. Fred Ripley of tnls town,
part of the resolution asking for and the groom ls the son of the late
expressed approval of the work of Charles and Grace (Ricker) Sleep
the association as inexpedient Mi's er also of this community. They
Laughlin presented the resolution.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of Waldo returned Monday from a wedding
boro. president, closed the conven trip to North Hampton, N. H., and
tion with an expression of gratitude West Harpswell.
for the unusually large attendance
and the interest and enthusiasm
that had been displayed throughout
the entire sessions.
• • • •
Echoes from the Convention
Consensus of opinion ran that
this was one of the most success
CAMDEN—ROUTE I
ful conventions in the hLstory of
the Federation. Registration of
SATURDAY SPECIAL
delegates ran clcse to 400, but this
WITH EACH DINNER
number was swelled to a good five
hundred on Wednesday, the big
POT OF BEANS, FREE
day.
• • • •
Try our delicious
One of the thrilling and most ef
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
fective moments of Wednesday
night's dinner was when Mrs. E.
F Glover, director of the Ninth
District and general chairman of
the convention, concluded her brief
address with the reading of Miss
Hattie Hall's poem "A Health to
“ON THE WHARF"
Maine.” Every person in the din-!
ing room rose to his or her feet and
FRIENDSHIP, ME.
it was a veritable toast to Maine.
Miss Hall is one of Maine’s native
OPEN FOR THE SEASON
daughters, long a resident of Rock
land. and a woman of marked liter
Serving
ary skill. “A Health to Maine” is
FRIED
CHICKEN
one of her best beloved poems.
• • • •
or STEAK DINNERS
An invitation was extended by the
fifth district to hold the 1939 con
$1.25
vention at Rangeley Lake Hotel,
but no action was taken as to its ac
ceptance.
SHORE DINNERS AND
• • • •
A LA CARTE
The great success of the conven
Meals Serevd Daily
tion can be traced to the splendid
8 A. M. to 9 P. M —D.S.T.
co-opcration of all committees
under Mrs. Glover's guidance com
bined with the equally fine co-op
TEL. W ALDOBORO, 19-2
eration on the part of Manager
78-79
Scott at the Samoset where every
courtesy possible was extended. Tlie
spacious rooms lent themselves with
perfection to all activities.
• • • •
Tlie Federation had two exhibits
which attracted wide attention—an
CALL
art exhibit which occupied the walls
and shelves in a sizeable room and
HAVENER’S ICE CO
which included oils, water colors,
pen and ink sketches, details of
Tel. 792
architecture, etc., and a doll exhibit
55‘56tf
designed to embody the racial back

OCEAN VIEW
TEA ROOM

THE LOBSTER POT

For “ICE” Service

Who does your hair? It's the
best ccmpliment one woman
can give another. You
will hear that often if
you have your hair
styled at this shop.
78-89

All
makes of per
manents done here
by experienced opera tors.
Machine and maehineless at prices
rangini; from $3.00 to $10.00.

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP

SEAPLANE
MIDNITE SHOW
Sunday, 11.30 o’clock
ALso MONDAY-TUESDAY

L0UIS-SCHMEL1NG

ROCKLAND

84 PARK ST.,

TEL. 1123-W

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.00 A. M.
8.15A. M.
825 A.M.
•3.00 P. M.
S.15P. M.
3.25 P.M.
• Except Sunday, when this trip leaves:
5.30 P. M.
5.45P. M.
5.55 P.M.

Fight Pictures

AIRWAYS, INC.

Plus

TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND. ME.
«4Stf

THE BIG LAUGH
AND-SONG HIT

ONLY CIRCUS COMING
IG THIS YEAR

ROCKLAND
THURSDAY

■■

JULY /

frSlHSBBOs;-

CIRCUS'
WORLD S OUTSTANDING

x^USEME^)INSTITUTION

j*O_.

.s

TODAY
GEORGE O’BRIEN
in
“GUN LAW”

PARK §

rli

nnnons biggest

circus fertures

C0UKSM HE* SUPER SPEHUlf TJwT«c
“

---------------------------------------------------- “------- “

1

1A ARGENTINA

IRCMIC

MCNAQI

ONIA1
BWLAI |I CONTINENT
COMlINtNT
- M UCTMAin
MU V CXF

LLS IN
ANIMALS
Ih

GIGANTIC HOSI Of CIRCUS W1ZMR0S
...........BEFORE
.................
.....
....... . , enures*.
NEVER
ON IHIS
CONFINENII

f«n iron ptmnt him .
fWICE DAILY 2 & R P M — DOORS OPEN 1 A 7~P
Reserved and Admission Tickets On Sale Circus Day At
CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

CHILDREN 25c

DATEDONLY7&Dg

Every-Other-Day
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With the Extension Agents

I family to live in their bath house
— And The —
■ i while their dwelling house was un
wilderness or anywhere else for j der construction. The bath house
that matter.
'was c>uickly constructed, and two
competent men could build one com
During the Dutch regime people plete with fireplace and all in about
developed their own local autono- two days time Therefore, the Pin
leach of these three contests is eliAgriculture
mous government. They had their nish people never did lack shelter
,. „ . , . . nM)hko„ h., 1 gible to attend State Camp at the
own court, modeled after the ancient even in the most primitive wilderHarold Hardwick.of Bootbbay baa university of Maine. Aug. 17 to 21.
Pinnlsh practice, sitting regularly
two pens of old hens laying over Russe„ Miller MUUng. compiny
A Finnish household was capable
at Upland, now known as the city
53 l*reen
e
pays expenses of the baking conof producing everything needed by
January hatched, pullets.
,
wlnner l0 sute camp and
of Chester. Pa
They selected a the pioneer family. The men made
number of Finnish Justices or mag- wooden spoons, plates, bowls, tubs,
1 awards to the second winner a bag
Walter Butler of Boothbay has of flour
istrates, who were the law and the water pails, and all that sort of
two laying shelters full of birds
Judges for the style Dress ReVUe
Jury in the dispensation of justice thing. They also made their own
for the summer. Edgar cmlth of were ^rs. John Gardner. Rockland;
among the people and in the set- household furniture and farming
North Edgecomb, has built two lay- , Mrs oeraid Margcson. Owl s Head;
dement of their troubles and in implements. Some men were com
ing shelters this year and has them and Mrs Wilder Moore. Warren
petent
blacksmiths
and
did
what
full of year-old birds His pullets Those for the Baking Contest were:
dividual quarrels. This court func
they wanted with iron The women j
are ln the laying house and are;Mlss Ruth cluff of the Central
tioned continuously until the com spun. wove, knitted, and sewed all j
laying over fifty percent. More sum- Maine Power Co.. Rockland; Mrs.
ing of William Penn and his Eng- the clothing for the family. The
mer eggs for these poultymen mean Walter Butler. Boothbay; and Miss
lish Quakers in the year 1682. when leather and felt shoes were made
more poultry profits.
Esther Dunham, home demonstra
English law and procedure super- at home, and no Finn was so intion agent.
seded the natural. Finnish practice competent as not to be able to make
Poultrymen in the county who
himself a pair of “muokasins*
have
pullorum
tested
flocks
report
The Jolly Toilers 4-H club of
and customs which for almost fifty
a very good business this year in , Q.eorges River road took part in a
The Finnish Settlements Under
years had made it possible for the
day-old chicks^ and ^hatching eggs. pjnnjsb pageant which was fea
English Rule
Delaware settlers to live in peace
tured on the program of the Maine
with themselves and with others in-! In the year 166* the En«llsh in
Percy Hodgdon on the Birch Point State Finnish-American Tercenten
cluding the native Indians of the quered
Delaware Valley from
road In Wiscasset is planning to in ary which was held at the Com
stall a septic tank this fall.
territory
the Dutch. While at first this event
munity Building in Rockland on
. , , ,
meant very little to the now perJune 25. They wore their Finnish
Farmers who are having trouble costumes which they had made
At the time of William Penn's manent Finnish inhabitants of the.
in getting in their cloier haV this when tbey gave tbelr Finnish folk
arrival, the Finns had nearly 200 ValIey- they 5000 developed a mea-1
year due to the rainy weather should dances last winter.
consider grass silage as a means of
substantial farms developed along sur*
resentment against the Eng-1
saving their crop
the Delaware River and were pro- lish. The Finns had never liked
The Happy-Go-Lucky 4-H Club
ducing large quantities of grain, J the tyrannical Swedish officials and '
™
of Warren of which Mrs. Wilder
TeJSt!LN-°r.nt. !.m“n.---???„?ai7 Moore is the leader and Mrs Ber
fruit and vegetables, as well as live they had merely tolerated the
Herd Improvement Association re tha Drewett. assistant leader, had
stock of all kinds They were cap- Dutch. When the English came the
ports the test for the month of an ajj.day meeting at Mrs. Moore's
able of feeding and taking care of Flnns received them with their us-|
June. Most of the herds were over , homf At thls me€ting Miss Lucin.
..
t
.
,.
_
____
ual
friendliness
and
homelv
hos25 pounds of fat for the month. da Rich. 4-H club agent, demonthe hordes of Englishmen who fol- pitalRy Qn]y {o dlscowr
(he
Herbert
Hawes of, Union
lowed William Penn. The Finns not V|Sjtor was bent on eaung them j
,
. , , led in low. strated the method of making whole
feed cost followed by Johnson and -whe#t
t bread At noon a ic.
only provided food for the new- out of their homes and homesteads. |
Mink of Appleton a close second. nl0 ,unch of sandwiches .orangeade.
comers but also opened their homes As soon as the English felt secure
Both men have lots of nice pasture. fake and home-made ice cream
to them for shelter, in keeping with in their possession of the Delaware
Tester
Hamlin is on a trip to„ New
.
•„ was served to the girls and leaders. • ,’
their ancient manner of Finnish ,Valley' they began t0 issue orders!
Jersey getting information that will In the afternoon thc ir,s pracUced I
I to the “strangers and foreigners
be of help to the members of the races for „eld D
whlch b June
hospitality. The Delaware Finns hereabout5.. The fact that mQst
association.
,
have been given but a smail credit Of
Finnish inhabitants were by
The honor herds for the month. |
for what they did in the early colo- this time natives of the Valley did
those which produced 35 pounds or
Theodore Hall and Frank Flagg,
nial history of America, despite the not disturb the arrogant Englishmore of butterfat are: W. S Bryant both members of the Jeffersonian
fact that the story of the Pennsyl- men in the least. The Finns were
Damariscotta Mills. 39 7 pounds; Farmers 4-H club of Jefferson tied
vania settlement by the English n°t h»ppy under the English rule
Willis Clark. Damariscotta Mills, as winners in the judging contest
might have read entirely differently and an incipient revolt occurred in
37 6 pounds; Arthur Hall. Jefferson. on eggs which was conducted by
" I / /IHI'HI II•’ I '
had not the Finns been there to tbe year
u?der tbe leadership
41.1 pounds; Round Top Farms. the club agent at their recent club
prepare the way even though unMar£? Jacobu®Long
Damariscotta. 38.2 pounds; Spear meeting. The boys planned for
L.
, and, .to ,labor
.
-for almos. F
100 brewing
The English
of
Farm North Nobleboro. 35.5 pounds; their trip to Field Day and also
knowingly,
tRe
revoR were
an(J warned
succeeded
at his camp, at the C.C.C. camp, in the decade. Those who went
H. W. Sproul. North Nobleboro. 40.8 a club tour and picnic which they
half a century.
in arresting two of the ring-leaders.
with Major Blaney at the Public reaped large benefits. Conferences
pounds; and Walker Farms. Aina, are planning to take soon. Lemon
At the time of the arrival of the Marcus Jacobus, the Long Finn.
Landing, and that memorable last are an integral part of Rotary. Those
36 7 pounds. The high cow for the
Finns and Swedes. fnTwin^
1638. and the
nddHHenry
thZ a
™
,fnry’ Kolehmainen
Kolehmainen ((Col
Coleman> Activities of Rockland Ro- meeting with Ernie Farrington at who do not attend have a partial Large Bath Delegation In month was a Holstein of Roto Inka ade was served following the meet- I
i ing by Mrs Turnbull, mother of |
years immediately following, tne
the The Long Finn was convicted of I
.
owned by Round Top Farms. 1 the leader. Chester Turnbull.
spects Wonders There— Belle,
tary Club As Told By Its Garthgannon The program given and Incomplete Rotary experience,
Delaware Valley was inhabited by , treason, branded with hot irons and
Her
production
was
90
pounds
of
_ . .
_
by Ro!ftnd Tapley and associates both intellectual and emotional. In
a large number of native Indians sold in slavery at the Barbadoes
butterfat and her test was 4.6%.
A Race Gift
The members of the Boothbay I
Ketinng Secretary
from the Boston symphony Orches- conclusion: This has been a year
Many of the Indians tribes were island.
Kolehmainen served a
Gainers 4-H Club of Boothbay. with
warlike and many English and prison sentence and all other partiof
deepening
friendship,
a
strength

.
,.
..
. x. „
I tra furnished by Frank Poland will
With The Homes
Knox Arboretum. June 26
Mrs. Mellie Goodale. leader, have
Last week s meeting of the Rotary
Dutch settlements had become ex- cipants. numbering 76 persons, were
ening of the invisible bonds which
never be forgotten.
There
will
be a pre-school child burned tent caterpillars' nests in
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
terminated by them. Both the fined one-half of the value of their , Club was featured by Louis A.
During the past 10 years I have unite us. the power and beauty of
Fourteen visitors today from ren's clinic held in Owl's Head. neighboring orchards as part of the I
English and the Dutch mistreated properties, amounting to 23.252 Walker's report of his 10 years
community library. program of Wildlife Conservation
the Indians and by their arrogance guilders. Thus ended the first stewardship as secretary. It brought1 sat by the side of 11 presidents, which we seldom fully appreciate Ba'th? three from^Portland, three !™y «'. at
.
.
,
This clinic is sponsored by the Ex- | in the State of Maine
aroused their hostilltr ™e/inns American rebellion against the Engreflections which were at You will recall that our late friend until the chair is vacant. One hss ,from _
Thomaston
and
one
from
|
tension
Service
in
co-operation with
never treated the Indians in this lish.
,
Mel Wotton was not able to com only to think over the names of
The Hill Top Juniors of Hope, of
(the State Department of Health
manner. Instead they made friends
It is not to be wondered that the once interesting. happy and sad. plete his term and that Charles W those who have gone the past 10 Rockland.
William J. Bower of Bronxville,! There will be a doctor and state which Mrs Mabel Wright is leader,
with them They learned the In- American War of Independence.! 1° response to the request of many
Sheldon succeeded him. From each years to realize that there is some N Y . whom I met in StPeters- nurse present to examine the child- ! learned to prepare fruit in several
dian language; treated the Indians coming more than a hundred years members it is here published in
of these men I have learned soroe- thing to this growth of friendship burg and with whom I went to the ren.
The home demonstration ‘ ways at their meeting on June 23.
with honesty and Justice and the later found the descendants of the fun
Indians reciprocated in kind. This early Finnish settlers so ready to
• • • .
thing We have conferred together in the club If I were now to call Gulf beaches collecting shells, is agent will work with the mothers They met at Hobb s Pond, and after
on food requirements for the fam- the meeting, practiced races for
feature proved a great blessing in shoulder a musket and fight to es-|President
Neil and Members of on Rotary and I have felt that each thc roll of our immortals from Wal
stopping a few days at the Knox
the subsequent years to come After tablish a new freedom on this con- | h Rock'and Rotarv Club: It is one was dedicated to the promotion ter Spear to Mel Wotton. every one House in Thomaston and collecting lly Women on the committee to Field Day Fruit was served for re
make arrangements are:
Mrs. freshments.
William Penn arrived he always tinent. The Delaware Valley was
f ontarvs ideal It has been a of us who have been here long would
shells on the Knox County seashore Amanda Ross. Mrs Minnie Smith.
made it a point to use the Finnish right in the center of the most wlth much satisfaction that I sub• ■ • •• ■
settlers as intermediaries in his intense military activity during that "lit this my tenth and final report S^at privilege. And I would ,ug- feel the pang of bereavement. The at Port Clyde and Pleasant Point. Mrs. Gerald Margeson. Mrs. Lillias
Leona Perry and Catherina Bond
Sprague. Mrs. Nellie Reed. Miss Isa are Judging champions of the Jef- |
dealings with the Indian tribes. The war, and its inhabitants proved by , as your secretary.
i Best that any man who would next ten years will add many of
Failing to sell the rare Raeta canIndians respected the Finns and their actions their intense loyalty; when I began my duties the get the mQst out of his Rotary- us to that roll embossed in honor alicuiata. that he found alive at bella Bain. Mrs. Bemette Bain. Mrs. ferson Cheerio 4-H Club of which i
Mae Holt, and Mrs Constance Mac- Mrs Muriel Lermond is leader. The
had absolute confidence in them to the country their pioneer fathersI cjub was but four yea>rs oid and and itsfellowship accept the office and hallowed in the sacrament of
History records numerous Instances had adopted almost 150 years be- ‘
members “its lowest men?- of secretary and stick to it for 10 friendship. The habit of many Indian Rocks. Pinellas County. Fla . I Phail. All those with pre-school girls held their judging contest on
to any of the big museums of Wash- I children are invited to attend,
table setting. They made plans I
where the timely intervention of the fore. A number of descendants of IaQ
memoers us lowesi mm
years of preaching reasserts itself ington. New York, or Boston, he de- j
• • • •
for a food sale which they are to
Finns saved the people of many a the Delaware Finns served as offi- , bership has been 49 Remarkable ea
,
„hnrf.tiniv
straggling English community from cers in George Washington’s army , stability. It is now a mature or-, Du: ing this decade the c.ub was
“ jZ..1 posited it in the Knox museum as a
x'cG
”rb€ pressure cooker gauge for have soon in order to raise money | |
vesting pressure cookers is in the for their expenses.
possible massacres on the face of of rebellion and the state of Dela- 1 ganization with 59 members. The honored by the selection of Alan L , let us make more of Friendship
x„Ox....er.
H
county office and in the next week
aroused Indian hostility. Names ware had the distinction of being ! first president of the club. Dr. Wal-1 B-rd as District Governor of what 1 while
”..x.„
hr we arex together.
P S. Had I prepared this report'
the anim8’ P*««wved in the home demonstration agent will
like Israel Helme and Lassl Kock the most rebellious state among the ler M Spear was (hen an active was then the 33d district. Alan, in
TO ABANDON AVIATION
alcohol) not to be found in the Na- 'check pressure cookers of those who
(Kokkinem and others deserve a original 13.
for
the
public
I
might
have
covered
turn, honored the high office which
tional
museum
at
Washington.
!
have
requested
it.
Anyone
else
member
of
the
club
but
he
passed
permanent place in early American
The descendants of the Delaware
Lindbergh. King cf the Skies. Now
thc many social and community
Dr. Clench, curator at the M.C.Z wishing their pressure cooker tested.
history along with many other fa- Finns ran true to form. Their away in November 1928 It seems he did not seek, for th? office sought
Devoted to Scientific Research
activities
"of
the
Club.
This
was
of Harvard University, informed Mr. ' P'ease
In your request immous names, who by their tact and forefathers had been pioneers and fitting to remark right here that the man.
intended
more
as
a
review
of
the
'
1
mediately.
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh has
natural wisdom saved human lives tillers of the soil and most of the the strong impress of his character
Bower that he had collected a few
when many of the white settlements sons continued in their father's which Walter made upon this club
It is worthy of note that with memories which cluster around ten of these shells alive at Sanibel
abandoned aviation and all other
were weak and practically defense- : calling. Others followed the lines
4-H Club Notes
activity to devote himself whole
the exception of two who felt obliged beautiful years of personal associa Island below Ft. Myers.
of education, becoming teachers remains firmly etched upon it to to resign for reasons beyond their tion.
less.
Special
contests for Style Dress heartedly to scientific research.
A beautiful basket sea-urchin, Revue. Baking, and Poultry were [ Dr Alexis Carrel said Tuesday when
and religious leaders. But all of this day. a striking illustration of
L. A. W.
Log Cabins and Steam Bath Houses them became Americans sooner the importance of an established control, all living past presidents
taken in a lobster-pot off old Cllly held Saturday. June 25 at the Farm
he arrived from the United States
The Finnish people had been for than perhaps any other people ever tradition in the life of any corporate of this club are still in its active
Ledge at the mouth of the St. Bureau hall in Rockland. Celia
aboard the liner Queen.
to
find
haven
on
this
continent.
membership
The
past
year
‘
has
est dwellers for thousands of years.
body. The practices which he en
Georges River by James Seavey. has Belle Wall of Tenant s Harbor »’as
He hurried on immediately to the
They could make a living in the The signature of John Morton, who forced are followed unconsciously been one of steady and harmonious
been
donated
to
our
museum
by
winner
in
the
Style
Dress
ReTENANT’S HARBOR
Lsland of Saint Gildas off the Brit
. was one of these people, adorns the
progress.
Programs
have
been
of
a
Mrs. Seavey. And the beautiful and j vue and Dorothy Keller of West tany coast where Lindbergh is
wilderness where all other people , Declaration of independence His by members of this club who never
'Rockport, second. In Baking. Ida waiting to Join him in two months
DAYS
either failed or made extremely slow great great grandfather, Martin saw Dr. Spear. They are a part high order. There has been no at
rare bi-valve shell—yoldia limatula
Harjula, of Georges River read.
progress In their wilderness life i Martunen from the province of of the very life of the club
tendance problem Under George ;..
* —also taken by Mr. Seavey at Thomaston, won first place, and of Intensive biological experiments
“Lindbergh is extremely adroit
the Finns had developed their own Northland ,PohJanmaa). Finland,
J
Cumming
and
Kelley
Crie
sing

Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
I
pleasant
Point,
has
been
donated
by
It is interesting to observe that
Eileen French of Nobleboro. second and unusually curious.” Dr. Car
self-sustaining home economy'. The , was condemned to New Sweden.
ing has been a most enjoyable fea
the
club
was
guided
in
its
first
steps
As
I
do
not
expect
to
be
among
b
im
to
our
large
collection
of
molGeorge
Teague
of
North
Waldoboro
rel said. “He has abandoned all
men were handy in the use of axes j 1642 fQr <.burn.beating» by the
won first place in the Poultry con other activity to devote himself
by the leading surgeon of Knox ture of the meetings. Under stress hose present Old Home Week June i1LSks.
and tools They cleared land by Swedlsh authorities.
of conditions, the Directors have 28 to July 4. I send greetings. “May
their ancient method of “burnThe Rhododendron catawbaense test and Donald Heyer of North . wholeheartedly to scientific rcIt may be added that the Finnish County and has just completed the
Waldoboro, second. The winner in search.'
beating.' 1. e. cutting down a sec people to this day display their an 14th year of its history under the contributed to various charities even you live long and prosper."
had 18 large blossoms.
tion of the forest and after the cestral traits. They are still pio leadership of his eminent successor. more than is our usual custom Our
The outstanding item ln the Diarv
The Azaleas of several colors have [
smaller trees, branches and leaves neers not only in the primeval for
Student loan project is working out of 1888 is the adoption of standard been and are still in bloom.
had dried up. they removed the lar ests. but in the muddled American Dr. Neil A. Fogg, under whose ad
The Garden Club of South Port- ]
ger logs to be sawed into boards and economic “forest". Their great co ministration the good tradition has well. Three students have been time—Eastern. 75th meridian; Cen
aided and one is repaying his loan tral. 9Cth meridian; .Mountain. 105th land has selected the Chinese ,
set fire to what remained. All the operatives are a living proof of that. been worthily carried on.
Four new members have been re meridian; and Pacific. 120th me Christmas Berry, as their Knox Ar
members of the family stood around Again the Finns are blazing the
the edges of the cutting with small trail and showing the American
During the past year the club ceived this year and we have lost ridian, from coast to coast.
boretum Garden Club tree.
birches or elms in their hands, beat people a way for satisfying life upon reached its all time high in mem by death. Mel Wotton. charter mem
The population of the United
Last week two members of the
AND EVERY SUNDAY HEREAFTER
ing down on the fire to prevent it a self-sustaining and self-reliant bership of 60 men. Its attendance ber and Past president; Don Hanley, States and Territories, census of
club
came to see it in bloom
from spreading into the adjoining basis.
record has been most excellent and by loss of classification and George 1880. was 50.155.783 Grover Cleve
Our
American
Malacological
forest. Hence the name burn-beat
that without pressure. Ten years Blaney by resignation. The club land was president. I cast my Union is to hold its eighth annual
ing. Later they sowed rye or bar
ERNEST F. DAVIS
ago Frank Poland and Ernest Far never had a more devoted member first vote for president in Boston meeting in Havana. Cuba. Aug 1-6.
ley into the ashes and raised several
crops before they removed the
Ernest F. Davis, attorney and for- rington were with us. Frank is still than Mel. He missed only one and elected Benjamin Harrison as guests of the Cuban National
stumps and put the la£dein^rJ*r‘ mer representative to the General °ne of our most valued summer meeting immediately preceding his (1889-1893). Dad’s diary. Nov 16. Government with free boat transmanent cultivation
1888: The Republicans are having portation from and return to Key
men were also good builders of log Court from the Campello district, members. Fred R. Spear was not death.
Your Board of Directors sponsored a big turkey supper at Fuller's hall Wegt and frw accommodation for
houses and first introduced this died in Farmington. Illinois, follow long in following Walter into the
type of dwelling on the American ing a lengthy illness that affected Beyond and Rev. Charles A the formation of a new club at to night (Evidently Dad was not all members in attendance at the
continent. Later the log cabin was him periodically since his discharge Knickerbocker founder of the Club Boothbay Harbor. Much time, ex among those present gt this gobble Royal Plaza Hotel. Wish I could
destined to sweep the country from from the army during the World died in August 1929
pense and enthusiasm went into party).
go! Butone end to the other.
The Fourth was pleasant and cool
We entertained the District As this project but so far without be
Norman Wallace Lermond,
War.
curator.
A military funeral was held at sembly in July of 1929. Frank S ing able to report success. It seems and there was a celebration at Long
When a Finnish family settled in
the wilderness the first building J Farmington, with Rev. J. B. Nich- Rhodes died in October of 1930. likely that there will be a Rotary Cove in the afternoon. Games n
they constructed was the steam olas, pastor at the Soldiers' Home Among notable programs which we Club at Boothbay Harbor but that everything. Quite a crowd there.
THORNDIKEVILLE
bath house. It was usually a small at Quincy. Ill., officiating. The mili enjoyed in those first years of my desirable end will have to await the
Boze
one-room log cabin with a crude
Somerville, Mass.. June 21.
record was Private Peat; our development of a more widespread
Muriel Childs. Clair Crabtree and
stone fireplace in one corner. A tary services at the grave were con
Robert Pushaw have been ill with
wood fire heated the fireplace; and ducted by the American Legion, honored teacher. Miss Anna Cough desire there.
Among matters of friendly In MODERN WOMEN chicken pox.
when water was thrown over the with members serving as bearers. lin, Governor Cobb on Disraeli, and
Need Not Suffer monthly pain and delay due to
Merton Warren and family and
hot stones, the room became filled An abundance of floral pieces were Cyrus H. K Curtis. Paul Harris terest this year has been the cele colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
with steam vapors.
There the received from many sections of the and his wife were our guests in bration of the 50th wedding anni Chi-chee-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective, Mrs. Madeline Hopkins of Morse’s
reliable and give Quick Relief Sold by
Corner, Thomaston, were supper
family bathed, stark naked, the country, including Massachusetts, Sept. 1930 while Paul rested in versary of Mrs. Gurdy in which our all druggists for over50 years. Aik for
guests at Mrs. Ada Upham's re
steam opening every pore in their
cently.
bodies. They used small besoms Texas. Chicago. New York, and Knox Hospital. Charles M Kalloch Harry was allowed to take a little CHICHESTERS PILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Lothrop
of soft birch, maple or cedar twig.s three beautiful pieces from the Ma passed out of our sight in September more important part than he prob
*THI DIAMOND
BRAND** .
TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
have returned to Hartford after a
to beat their flesh and drive away sonic lodge in St. Petersburg. Fla., 1931 and Walter H. Butler in Sep ably had in the original event, al
week's stay with jMr. and Mrs. W.
every tiny speck of uncleanliness. Elks lodge at St. Petersburg, and tember 1932 It seems fitting that though it is conceded that he was
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
S. Lothrop.
When the people emerged from this, Eagles lodge in Quincy, Ill.—From we should call to mind these good among those present at that time.
RADIO REPAIRING
I
Mrs.
Ada
Upham
accompanied
All
makes
serviced
and
recon

to them a holv function, they the Brockton Enterprise.
STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and VINAL HAVEN
friends of ours as we pass in re
Thirteen of our members with
William Cotton and Mrs Lizzie Cotditioned. Costs of parts and
plunged into a cold stream or rolled
Mr. Davis was at one time ad view the story of the decade that, their Anns participated in the not
1
ton
on
a
motor
trip
to
Jefferson
reLeave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
work
estimated.
Tubes
tested
themselves in snow, depending up
' cently.
free of -harge.
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautfiul sail through
able district Conference at Quebec
on the seasons of the year After jutant and vice commander of St. is past.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Jack Pushaw and Joseph Pushaw
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
Among the meetings that we have tilts spring I believe this to have
this performance the Finnish people Petersburg Post. American Legion,
Frank Winchenbach, Service
who have had employment in Cam
75Th-tf
considered themselves clean.
and manager of the St. Petersburg held with various members and been the largest delegation from
Dept.
3Th-tf
den .are now home having complet
It was customary for the Fnnisli Camp of Wotxlnien of the World
trieiiils are thnse witli Frank Poland this cluli to any Conference withed their work
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